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Cree has been described as a pronominal argument language. This classification implies 
that argument positions in Cree are not available to overt NPs. Instead, argument positions are 
located within the verbal cornplex, and are filled by non-overt pronominal arguments. Overt NPs 
are located in non-argument positions. 

This thesis argues that subordinate clauses are also located in non-argument positions. 
While this might suggest that pronominal argument languages would lack complement clauses 
(i.e., no argument position for a clause) there is evidence to show that subordinate clauses can be 
divided into those with complement-like properties, and those which have adjunct-like properties. 
Unlike previous treatments of subordinate clauses, where these clauses were differentiated by a 
difference in structural position (i.e., argument versus adjunct) this analysis does not base the 
division on structural position. Following a distinction found in overt NPs, I propose that 
subordinate clauses are differentiated by whether or not they are an argument-doubling 
expression. Argument-doubling clauses display complement-like properties, while non-argument- 
doubling (adverbial) clauses show adjunct-like properties. We will examine differences in 
distribution, proximate re-assignment and extraction between thex two types of subordinate 
clause. 

1 daim that Argument-doubling expressions are included within the domain of the 
argument with which they are referentially-linked. This proposai accounts for the restrictions on 
proximate re-assignment, as well as suggesting a new perspective on the copying-to-object 
construction in Cree. 
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Notations 

Abbreviations and Soeciai Svmbols: 

3 .......... 
3' . . . . . . . . . .  
(3-3') S . . . . . .  

(3-im) . . . . .  
an . . . . . . . . .  
cj . . . . . . . . . .  
dir . . . . . . . . .  
inan . . . . . . . .  
indf . . . . . . . .  
int . . . . . . . . .  
inv . . . . . . . . .  
NI . . . . . . . . .  
obv . . . . . . . .  
pl . . . . . . . . . a  

pst . . . . . . . . .  
prox . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . .  rdpi 
S.O. . . . P . . . .  

s.t. . . . . S . . . .  

Al . . . . . . . . .  
II . . . . . . . . . .  
TA . . . . . . . .  
TI . S . . . . . . .  

II  . . . . . . . . . .  
(. ..) . . . . . . a  

third person singular proximate 
third person obviative 
third person singular proxUnate subject acting on third person obviative object 
third person singular proximate subject C t g  upon inanimate object 
animate 
conjuncz preverb 
direc-t 
inanimate 
indefinite subject 
intention (aspect) 
inverse 
inanimate noun 
obviative 
plural 
P M  
prosimate 
reduplication (aspct) 
sorneone (mimate) 
some!hing (inmirnate) 
animate intransitive verb 
inanimate intransitive vert, 
transitive animate verb 
transitive inanimate verb 
proximate shifi 
domain 

Source references : 

Most textual examples are fiom Plains Cree texts recorded by Bloomfield. 
(S) indicates Bloomfield 1930. 
(P) indicates Bloomfield 1934. 

All textual references are in the foilowing style: (P:57-10). which indicates a 
clause/sentence taken fiom Bloomfield 1931, page 57, line 10. 

Al1 examples from these texts have maintained Bloomfield's orthography. Thus, 
the conjunct preverb P- is written as eh-, and the obviative suffix -o is wxitten as -cih in 
examples taken fiom Bloomfield's texts. 1 have used Bloomfield's glosses for the most 
part, but have made occasionaiiy modifications, where Bloomfield's gloss gives more 
pragmatic information than is included in the isolated sentence. 



All exarnples which are referenced as @S) are elicited examples, and are in 
Swampy Cree. My language consultant was bom at Fisher River, Manitoba, and leamed 
the variety of Swampy Cree spoken there as her first language. She began leamhg 
English at the age of 16. These laboratory sentences may sometimes appear Iess idiornatic 
or natural than sentences uttered in the context of a larger narrative. Nonethelesq they are 
grammatical sentences. 

Examples from other sources are labelled for language and reference source. 



Adverbial and Argument-Doubling Clauses in C m  

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

This thesis is concemed with the treatment of subordinate clauses in Cree, a Pronominal 

Argument language. Primarily, I account for the distinction between adjunct-like and 

complement-like clauses, in a way which is not based upon their structural position. 

In configurational languages like English and French, complement and adjunct 

clauses are differentiated by the structural position they hold in the sentence. Complement 

clauses are situated in argument positions, while adjunct clauses are in non-argument 

positions. Pronominal Argument languages, however, cannot be explained by a sirnilar 

treatment. Argument positions in these languages are found inside the verbal cornplex and 

are filled by pronominal arguments. This leaves no argument position outside the verbal 

complex accessible to Noun Phrases (NPs) or subordinate clauses. Given the theoretical 

implications of such a structure, we would expect only one type of subordinate clause in a 

Pronominal Argument (PA) language, an adjunct or non-argumental clause. These 

languages should lack complement clauses. 

There is evidence in Cree, however, which indicates that there are at least two 

types of subordinate clauses. One of these types clearly demonstrates complement-like 

behaviour, while the other shows adjunct-like behaviour. This evidence includes 

restrictions on obviation status. in particuiar, on proximate re-assignrnent between clauses. 

Our goal is to account for this distinction while recognizing that both clauses are found in 

non-argumental position. 



Little research has been done on subordinate clauses in Algonquian languages. 

Even less research attempts to do so in the light of the Pronominal Argument Hypothesis. 

Mile much of the recent research has focussed on the relationships between NPs and 

pronominal arguments, it has not been extended into subordinate clauses. Of the few 

forma1 treatments of the relationship between the subordinate clause and the matrix verb 

(cf Baker (1 9%). Main ( 1997)). complement-like behaviour is explained by situating 

these clauses in argument positions. 

The research presented here offers a new approach to the difering relationships 

between matrix verbs and subordinate clauses. This is important to the general theories 

about pronominal argument languages, since al1 other accounts of distinctions between 

subordinate clauses have appealed to a difference in structural position. Even work 

undertaken wit hin the guidelines of t he Pronominal Argument Hypot hesis has assumed 

that complement-like clauses are generated in argument position. My analysis, however, 

maintains a non-argument position for al1 constituents except pronominal arguments. 

I argue that the distinction between adjunct-Iike clauses and complement-like 

clauses is the presence or absence of referential Iinking. Referential linking (r-linking) is a 

process of CO-indexation between constituents. Complement-like clauses are in fact 

arg1ime1114011bIi11g chses .  These clauses are r-linked to a pronominal argument in the 

matrix verb, and fùnction to 'double' the pronominal argument, i.e., provide more 

information about it. Adjunct-like clauses, which 1 will term adverbials, are not r-linked 

to a pronominal argument in the matrk verb. This distinction mirrors one already 

established for NPs in pronominal argument languages. 



This treatment of subordinate clauses provides not only an explanation for 

differences in clausi behaviour, but dso sheds light on two other areas. Only by making a 

clear distinction between adverbial and argument-doubling clauses can we achieve a 

proper representation of restrictions on proximate re-assignment. Secondly, a clear 

statement with respect to the 'copying-to-object' construction requires that we have a 

treatment that captures the distinctions between argument-doubling and adverbial clauses. 

1.2 Oiitline 

The present chapter will include an introduction to Cree as a pronominal argument 

language, as well as explore some of the implications of adopting the Pronominal 

Argument theory of language structure for subordinate clauses. 

Chapter 2 will present a brief overview of previous research on Cree and other 

pronominal argument languages. 

Chapter 3 will outiine the evolution of the Pronominal Argument Hypothesis, and 

provide grammatical background of Cree in particular. It will also examine the treatment 

of NPs in Cree, both argument-doubling and oblique. This chapter will introduce 

subordinate clauses, and provide evidence for a distinction between adjunct-like 

(adverbial) and complement-like (argument-doubling) clauses. 

Obviation is a system of third-person reference found in Algonquian languages. In 

particular, it foms one of the principal tests for detennining subordinate clause structure. 

Chapter 4 is devoted to an in-depth exarnination of the restrictions goveming obviation 

assignment and re-assignment. 



Chapter 5 describes the proposed treatment of subordinate clauses in Cree, and 

their relationships to the matrix clause. It identifies the role of referential-linking in clausal 

relations, and demonstrates how this distinction in subordinate clauses accounts for the 

differences in clause behaviour. Here, we examine the issue of domains, and establish that 

argument-doubling dauses are a pari of the same sentential domain as the matrix verb. 

Adverbial clauses form a separate domain from the matrix verb. This chapter closes with 

an explanation for the restrictions of proximate re-assignrnent between clauses. 

Chapter 6 provides a summaiy of the analysis proposed in this thesis, as well as 

some tiirther consequences of this treatment. In particular, this analysis provides a 

succinct account of a syntactic phenomenon known as 'copying-to-object'. Topics in 

need of fiuther study will also be mentioned. 

1.3 Introduction to Cree as a Pronomina1 Argument Language 

Cree is a member of the Algonquian language family. Narrowly defined, Cree is spoken in 

nonhern Ontario, northem Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. There are four major 

dialects in this region; Plains Cree, Swampy Cree, Woods Cree and Moose Cree, as well 

as many minor ones. Some scholars also include Montagnais-Naskapi in the Cree family, 

which is spoken in Quebec, but this is still controversial. 

Dialectologias have focussed on the phonological discrepancies among these 

dialects, rather than syntactic or lexical diferences. The standard example used to 

illustrate this key feature is shown below, with the first person emphatic pronoun. 



(1 ) Proto-Algonquian */nila/ '1' 

Plains Cree Myd 
Swarnpy Cree lnînal 
Woods Cree Inlaal 
Moose Cree /nîîa/ 

Cree is a Pronominal Argument (PA) language. The definition of a PA language is 

essentially concerned with the treatment of the central verbal arguments, namely subject, 

object and indirect object. 

In al1 languages, the verb provides certain information to the arguments in the 

ciause. This information identifies the type of role that an argument fùlfils. This role is 

called a thematic role. or theta role. In configurational languages like English or Italian, 

the verb discharges these theta roles to specific stmctural positions in the sentence 

hierarchy. These positions, called argument positions, can be occupied by oven noun 

phrases (NPs) or clauses (CPs). The subject and object of a verb are identified by their 

placement in these positions. 

PA languages lack argument positions outside of the verbal complex. Argument 

status is said to be assigned to non-overt pronominals @os) situated in argument 

positions inside the verbal complex. Full NPs (overt nominals) cannot receive argument 

status, and are found only in non-argumental positions. The central arguments found 

within the verbal complex are pronominals, or smallpros. Apro is a non-overt pronoun. 

It carries al1 of the nominal features of person, gender and number, but it is phonologically 

null. These non-overt pronouns are found in Pro-drop languages like Italian, where the 

subject position of a finite verb may be null. According to the Extended Projection 



PNiciple (EPP), dl sentences must have subjects. This is considered to be a universal 

property of langwge. When a language can consistentiy have ml1 subjects, as in Itaiian or 

Spanish, a nul1 pro is postulated to be occupying the subject position. This satisfies the 

EPP and maintains that these languages have a subject position in the sentence hierarchy. 

In Italian and in Cree, these pros are capable of receiving the thematic assignments 

fiom the verb, thus fulfilling the Theta Criterion. The Theta Cnterion states that each 

argument of a verb must receive one, and only one, theta-role, and each theta-role of the 

verb must be discharged to one, and only one, argument. In other words, there cm be no 

arguments wit hout t heta-roles, nor any theta-des without argument S. This ensures t hat 

the precise argument requirements of the verb are met. 

We can compare English, ltaiian and Cree to illustrate how arguments and theta- 

roles align and contrast in terms of their argument structure. We can look at the 

overthon-overt distinction, as well as their structural position within the clause. 

b. Italian: Ha parlato. 
[CP [ 3-P DTO 1 [ w ha wlato 11 

has -3 sg spoken 
'He has spoken. ' 

In the English sentence, the subject pronoun is overt and occupies a specific 

structural position in the sentence. The same is true for the Italian sentence where the 

subject is a nonsvert pronoun. In both of these languages, theta-roles are assigned to a 

specific argument position mttside the verbal cornplex. 



(3) a. Italian: Ha parlato. 
[CP[3*eol[wha ~arlatol1 

has-3sg spoken 
'He has spoken.' 

b. Cree: pikiskwêw. 
[CP IF r YP E 2 l  pîkiskdw 111 

speak-AL3 
'He speaksfhas spoken' . 

If we examine the Italian and Cree sentences in (3), we see that they share the 

ability to have non-overtpro's as arguments. By comparing the positioning ofpro in the 

two sentences, we c m  see that in the Italian example, pro is situated in a structural 

position outside of VP. The Cree sentence haspro situated inside the verbal complex. In 

both italian and Cree, pro receives the appropriate theta-role from the verb, thus satisfjing 

the theta-criterion. The principal diference between pro in these languages is its 

positioning relative to the verbal complex. 

Overt NPs conesponding to central argument roles, i.e. subject or object, are 

optional in Cree. Because the thematic roles for the core arguments are assigned to pros 

inside the verb, NPs are not structurally necessary as subject or object. Furthemore, 

because argument status is assigned within the verbal complex, NPs are relegated to non- 

argument positions. When an NP occurs, and refers to the same referent as one of the 

pronominal arguments, it is co-indexed to the appropriate pro through referential-linking. 

We will discuss referential linking in greater detail in a later chapter. 

Because the structural position of fil1 NPs does not indicate thematic role, 

constituent order in Cree is largely irrelevant to thematic relations. In (4), the various 



combinations of the sentence components do not change the thematic relations of each 

referent (discourse considerations aside). 

(4) iskwêw wâpamêw nâpêwa.' 
woman-3 see-TA-(3 -3') man-3' 
'The woman sees the man.' 

ishvêw nâpêwa wâpamêw, 
wâpamêw iskwêw nâpêwa. 
wâpamêw nâpêwa iskwêw. 
nâpêwa iskwêw wâpamêw. 
nâpêwa wâparnêw iskwéw. 

We can contrast these examples with English sentences that show that in a 

configurational laquage, constituent order is relevant to thematic and grammatical role 

interp retation. Once the word order is c hanged, the thematic/grammatical roies of subject 

and object are changed. In (Sa), the dog is the subject and the man is the object. In (5b), 

the man is now in subject position and the dog is situated in object position. The two 

sentences refer to entirely diferent events. 

(5) Endish 
a. The dog bit the man. 
b. The man bit the dog. 

Because overt NPs corresponding to argument roles are not required in the 

sentence, it is assumed that the Cree verb discharges al1 of its theta roles to the pronominal 

arguments within VP. Example (6) shows how a sentence (shown previously in (4) with 

I 

For gioss abbmhtions, the reaâer is r e f e d  to the table of abbreviations on page (iii). 



two NPs) can be expressed with ody one of the overt NPs, (6a) and (6b). or neither (6c), 

without affecting its grarnmati~ality.~ This illustrates that the theta-cntenon is met even 

without overt NPs present, and that the central arguments must be expressed as pros 

within the verb. 

(6) a. iskwêw wâpamêw. 
woman-3 see-TA-(3 -3') 
'The wornan sees him.' 

b. wâpamèw nâpêwa. 
see-TA-(3 -3') man-3' 
'She sees the man.' 

c. wâpamêw. 
see-TA-(3 -3') 
' S he sees him. ' 

As mentioned above, noun phrases that appear in the sentence are assumed to be in 

non-argumental positions. If the NP designates the same referent as one of the 

pronominal arguments, it is indexed to that pro located inside the verbal cornplex. This 

type of indexing is called referential linking, or r-linking. R-linking has the function of 

linking an pronominal argument with an argument-doubling expression. Example (7) 

illustrates an NP linked to the appropriate pronominal argument within the verbal 

~ornplex.~ The NP atin 'dog' has the same features as the object pro inside the verb: third 

Of course. discourse fiinctions play a role in each sentence's acceptability. The point however is that the 
oven NPs are not required to fulfil the Theta Criterion. It has been fi~lfilled by the pronominal arguments. 

Details about nominal and verbal inflection and methodc of indicaiing r-linking. wiil k providecl in the 
following chapters. 



person, singular, animate and proximaie, and rnost importantly, they refer to the same 

referent . 

1 -sec-TA-( 1 -3) dog-3 
'1 see the dog.' 

Al1 of the characteristics of Cree rnentioned above are in consonance with the Pronominal 

Argument Hypothesis (PAH). More details of the PAH wiil be given in chapter 2. 

1.4 Subordinate Ctausa in a Pronominal Argument Language 

The preceding section descnbed the restriction of overt NPs to non-argument positions. 

We need to ask whether this treatment can be applied to other elements that regularly 

appear in argument (A) positions in configurational langages. In the version of the 

Pronominal Argument Hypothesis which I adopt, other elements, for example, subordinate 

clauses (CPs), are also constrained to occur in non-argument positions. This becomes 

obvious, if we assume that al1 subject and object roles are stated within the verbal complex 

bypros - there can be no subject or object clauses. Subordinate clauses would dl have to 

be situated in non-argument positions. This does not pose a problem for adverbial clauses, 

since they never occur in argment positions in any laquage. However, this takes us to 

the central problem addressed in this thesis. Based on the pronominal argument structure, 

we should expect pronominal argument languages to lack complement clauses, since there 

is no argument position for a non-pronominal complement of the verb to occupy. 



In Cree, however, there is evidence that a complement-like clause exi~ts .~ These 

clauses have different syntactic characteristics from adverbial clauses. How is this 

explained? 

In this thesis, I wiil show that there are different types of subordinate clauses in 

Cree. In particular we will see that Cree has both adverbial clauses and complement-like 

subordinate clauses, distinguished by their syntactic and semantic behaviours. These 

clauses can be identified by their relationship to the pronominal arguments within the verb. 

Complement-like clauses are argument-doubiing clauses, r-linked to one of the central 

arguments in the matrix verb. Adverbial clauses are not. This distinction mirrors the one 

in place for pronominal arguments acd NPs. 

By 'complement-Iike' I man chat the subrdinate clause has certain characteristics in Iine with 
complement clauses in configurational Ianguages. They occur with a restricted set of transitive verbs, and 
htnction 'semantically' like a complement. Howwer. these clauses are not nibcategorized by the verb, 
and are rot in an argument position. Their 'complement' characteristics do not incluk an argument 
position in the sentence hierarchy, 



Chapter 2 

Earlier Tnatments of Subordinate Clauses in Pronominal Argument Languagcs 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter sketches some of the previous literature on subordinate clauses in Cree and 

related languages. There is a small amount of information on subordinate clauses. and 

what does exist tends to be descriptive. There exist few formal treatments of the 

differences between adjunct-like and complement-like clauses, and none of them have 

attempted to address the distinction between adjunct-like and complement-like 

subordinate clauses without appealing to an argumendnon-argument structural analysis. 

2.2 Early Gramman of C m  

The early grammars of Cree offer few details of subordinate clauses. Most of them equate 

the syntactic phenomena of subordinate clauses with the morphological subjunctive mood 

found in other languages. Hunter ( 1 875), Horden ( 1 88 1 ), Stevens ( 1 934) and Hives 

(1 948) barely mention subordinate clauses except to discuss the subjunctive verb form, or 

to introduce the relative pronouns. There is no analysis of subordinate structure, except 

in Horden (1 88 1) who outlined some grammatical rules, one of which stated that one verb 

govems another in the subjunctive mood. Horden also included a wealth of examples of 

both types of subordinate clauses under investigation in this thesis. 

Only Howse (1844) and Lacombe (1 874) provide some detail about subordinate 

clauses in Cree. Howse discussed the possible moods of subordinate verbs, but more 



imponantly for our purposes, he recognized that subordinate clauses could be dependent 

on main clause verbs. He also discussed the ordering of subordinate and main verbs, 

including relative clauses. 

Lacombe (1874) discussed relative clauses, ('le qui et le que relatifs', p. 153) and 

described some of the uses of the conjunct preverbs ê- and ka, 

None of these early grammars treat Cree subordinate clauses much differently than 

subordinate clauses found in English or Latin. These constructions in Cree were assumed 

to have similar structures, and moods, as the well-studied languages. 

2.3 Recent Work on Cree 

Wolfm's (1973) grammar of Plains Cree presented a comprehensive overview of Cree 

morphology and word formation. This survey did not include a detailed description of 

subordinate clauses. He mentioned subordinate clauses, but only with regard to the use of 

the conjunct verb form, and the subordinators 2- and ka-, where the conjunct preverb 2- 

indicates subordination in a neutral way, and kri- can be used for relative subordination as 

well as many others. Subordinate clauses were called dependent clauses, but no syaactic 

descriptions were given. He listed four uses of the conjunct verb: narrative, participial, 

substantive and focal. The narrative use of the conjunct verb shows no agreement of 

referents between the matrix clause and mbordinate clause. Agreement is shown either 

between clauses, or oven or covert references when the conjunct is used for participial 

constructions. A substantive clause occurs when a clause fiinctions as the adjunct of the 



verb, and a focal clause is defined as a clause where the predication is a particle 

expression. 

A condensed version of this grammatical sketch was published recently in the 

Langage volume of the Smithsonian Institution's Hmdboak of North Amen'can Iidim~s 

(1996). This version included a section on Cree sentences, CO-authored by C. Reinholtz. 

In this section, subordinate clauses are described as fomiing a part of a larger, containing 

sentence. Examples are given with transitive verbs, but no structure or syntactic linking is 

explained. This section dso looks at relative clauses and wh-questions (both of which we 

will examine in chapter 5). However, these types of subordinate clauses were only 

described, and illustrated with examples. There is no explanation about how they fit into 

the larger sentence, and what sort of relationship (if any) exists between the matrix and 

subordinate clauses.. 

Ellis (1983) is a grammar of Cree geared towards teaching a non-native speaker to 

speak Swarnpy Cree. In t e n s  of subordinate clauses, however, we find essentially only a 

bnef description and a multitude of examples. Although he provided a good description 

of the use of the subordinators ê- and ka- with respect to aspect, there were no 

explanations about how these clauses fit into Cree syntax. 

Dahlstrom, in her 1986 dissertation on Cree morphosyntax, treated one type of 

subordinate clause as a complement clause. Dahlstrom defined Cree as a non- 

configurational language where the grammatical relations of subject and object were 

expressed by verbal inflection. She proposed that this verbal infiection played a dual role; 

it functioned as agreement markers when lexical NPs ocairred in the sentence, but as 



pronominal arguments whenever NPs were absent. Thus, she did not confine argument 

status to pronominals within the verb. Lexical NPs, when they occurred, could dso 

function as arguments, and their role in the sentence was indicated by the verbal idection 

(as opposed to structural position). 

In light of this, it is no surprise that she considered complement clauses to be 

subcategorized elements of a subset of transitive verbs. If NPs could be arguments, 

indicated by verbal inflection rather than position, what would prevent clauses from 

receiving a similar treatment? She clairned that some Transitive Inanimate verbs were 

subcategorized for a subject and a complement clause, while some Transitive Animate 

verbs were inflected for a subject, a complement clause andor an animate object. 

Some recent articles about the Pronominal Argument structure in Cree, written by 

Reinholtz ( 1994), Reinholtz and Russe11 ( 1995) and Russell and Reinholtz ( 1995). focus 

on the structure of NPs in Cree. These articles demonstrate that NPs are not in fact 

adjuncts, as assumed by the Pronominal Argument Hypothesis (explained in chapter 3). 

but are nonetheless situated in non-argument positions. One of these papers, Reinholtz 

and Russe11 (1 999,  includes a section on wh-questions, describing them as cleft 

constructions: a whquantifier and a relative clause. This will be discussed fûrther in 

chapter 5.  

Starks (1995) examines subordinate clauses in Woods Cree. Since this article does 

not adopt the Pronominal Argument Hypothesis, the value of her examination of 

abordinate clauses for the present study is limited. She does not assume a non- 

argumentai status for al1 subordinate clauses. Starks divides subordinate clauses into 3 



categones: complements, adverbial clauses and relative clauses. She claims these 

categories reflect three different roles in the grammar: complements are arguments, 

adverbial clauses rnodi& sentences, and relative clauses rnodie nouns. Her analysis 

largely follows distinctions typicdly found in configurational languages. Because she does 

not follow a pronominal argument analysis - indeed she labels complement clauses as 

'arguments' of the predicate - she appeals to argument versus non-argument positions to 

explain the distinctions in subordinate clauses. 

Blain (1997) takes a Pronominal Argument Hypothesis approach to Whguestions 

in Plains Cree. Like Reinholtz and Russell (1995), she adopts a clefi-construction 

analysis. Most of her proposa1 focuses on the intemal structure of wh-questions, not on 

their interaction with matrix verbs as complement-like clauses. She does, however, devote 

one section to subordinate wh-questions and 'complement' clauses. 

Blain argues that complement-like clauses in Plains Cree are in argument position. 

She bases this conclusion on extraction data. She demonstrates that extraction fiom a 

complement-like clause is grammatical, while extraction from an adjunct-like clause is 

ungammatical. These extraction asymmetries should not occur, she claims, if al1 

subordinate clauses are adjoined to the matrix clause in the same manner. 

This is precisely what 1 have identified as the problem in chapter 1 (and will discuss 

again in the following chapter). 1 difer fiom Blain, however, in how to treat this 

difference in behaviour. Blain concludes that because extraction is possible in 

complement-like clauses, they must be in argument positions, as opposed to adjunct-like 

clauses which are base-generated in non-argument positions. 1 argue that hoth types of 



clauses are in non-argument positions, and that we must find a way to account for the 

dissimilarities between these two types of clauses without appeaiing to a difference in 

structural position. 

2.4 Baker's Analysis of  Mohawk, a Polysynthetic Language 

One of the most prominent writers on non-contigurational syntax is Mark Baker with his 

work on Mohawk, an Iroquoian language. In his 1991 paper, 'On some SubjedObject 

Asymmetries in Mohawk, ' and his 1996 book, Thr Polysyn~hesis Puramter, Baker sets 

up two different types of subordinate clauses in Mohawk, adjuncts and complement 

clauses. These clauses mimic the distinction found in configurational languages, having 

different structural positions. The complement clause is generated within VP and adjunct 

clauses are generated outside VP. 

Baker acknowledges the general viewpoint that the central arguments of the verb 

are not manifested by overt NPs in this nonconfigurational language. He assumes there is 

a hierarchical organiration to the clause stnicture of Mohawk, just as in configurational 

languaqes. He does not, however, extend the view of non-argument positions for overt 

NPs into subordinate clauses. 

In his 199 1 anicle, Baker explains the difference between the acceptability of 

complement clauses and overt NPs in argument positions by way of the Case Filter. The 

Case Filter applies at S-structure, and serves to bar NPs which have phonetic features and 

appear in argument positions, but are without Case. This filter has no effect onpro or on 

S (CP). The Case Filter applies at different levels of representation, both PF and LF. NPs 



can be interpreted at a particular level only if they receive Case at that level. This is 

Baker's Generalized Visibility Condition (199 l:S7O). Elements must receive Case at the 

level where their intemation is most relevant. Thus, for NPs, it is PF as they must be 

pronounced, and for phonetically-nuIl pro's, it is LF. 

Baker also argues that, because the Case features of heads are absorbed by the 

agreement morphemes in Mohawk, overt NPs are baned from argument positions when 

the Case Filter applies at PF. This is because they do not have Case at this level where 

they must be interpreted. S's and pros are allowed. Then, the agreement rnorphemes are 

deleted at LF. and Case can be re-assigned to appropriate arguments (pro), allowing them 

to receive theta-role assignment. 

In his 1996 book, n>e Polyyvnthesis Purameter, Baker takes another view of the 

distinction between subordinate clauses in non-configurational languages. In this work, 

Baker stresses the Morphological Visibility Condition (MVC) as outlined in (8). 

(8) The Mophohgicd Visibiliry Cmditio~~ ( W C ) '  
A phrase X is visible for theta-role assignment fiom a head Y only if it is CO- 

indexed with a morpheme in the word containing Y via: 
(i) an agreement relationship, or 
(ii) a movement relationship 

Therefore, while the verb discharges a theta-role to an appropriate phrase as dictated by 

the Theta Criterion, that phrase must be CO-indexed to a morpheme on the verb, according 

5 

Baker (19%: 17) 



to the MVC. The CO-indexing relationship is either that between an NP and an agreement 

category, or that between a moved element and its trace. 

In terms of subordinate clauses, the MVC entails that if a CP were to act as subject 

or object to the verb, there must be a morpheme in the verbal complex that is CO-indexed 

with the CP. However, as Baker points out, a problem axises if the CO-indexed morpheme 

is an agreement morpheme. Agreement, he claims, is "...an inherently nominal 

phenornenon in most languages" (Baker, 1996:453). CPs are not nominal, and therefore 

cannot agree with apro in the VP. Therefore, CPs cannot satisQ the MVC by way of 

agreement relations. This would suggest, then, that CPs cannot be arguments in 

nonconfigurational languages. While this appears to be in conf'lict with the evidence Baker 

adduces in his 199 1 article, we will see t hat he does attempt to account for the 

discrepancy. 

Baker notes that Mohawk tends to avoid cornplementation. Direct quotative 

clauses occur far more fiequently than indirect speech. Mohawk also uses a series of 

conjoined clauses or sequences of clauses, where a language like English would use 

complementation. 

However, where complementation does occur, Baker suggests an analysis where 

the CP cm be said to be in adposition with an NP. The N cm be incorporated into the 

verb, satisfjing the MVC, and allowing a complement relationship with the CP. This, he 

claims, allows CPs to be arguments. In Mohawk, many constructions are found with the 

N rihw 'matter' incorporated into the verb. Other instances, he argues, use a 



phonologicaily nul1 N in adposition to the CP. By postulating an N in adposition to the 

CP he allows for the MVC to be satisfied. 

Baker's analysis for Mohawk cannot be applied verbatim to Cree. Cree does not 

have a morpheme like Mohawk rihw 'matter' which can be used to sais@ the MVC when 

complement-like clauses occur. Furthemore, the version of the PAH which 1 am 

adopting assumes a non-argument status for al1 constituents except pro. Uniike Baker in 

his analysis of Mohawk, 1 do not assume that, in Cree. it is only overt NPs that are 

prevented from occumng in argument positions. Rather, 1 argue that onlypro can occur 

in these positions, and both NPs and subordinate clauses are in non-argument positions. 

This entails that al1 subordinate clauses are in the same structural position, and cannot be 

distinguished by an argumenthon-argument division. 

2.5 Summary 

This chapter has examined sorne of the past literature on subordinate clauses in Cree and 

Mohawk, another PA languase. None of the grammars reviewed attempted to treat al1 

subordinate clauses as non-argument clauses. Rather, if they provided a structural 

description of subordinate clauses at dl, they defined complement and adjunct clauses on 

the basis of structural position; argument versus non-argument. This type of analysis 

assumes that only overt NPs are barred from argument position. and that CPs are not. 

A problem with such an analysis concerns the pronominal arguments within the 

verbal cornplex, and the availability of argument roles to these pros and any CPs that may 

also occur in the sentence. If argument status is always assigned to the pronominals, there 



would not be any such role for a CP. The Theta Cntenon States that a theta-role can be 

assigned to one and only one argument. If the theta-roles are filled by the pronominah, 

there is no way to create an argument position for a complement clause. 

In this thesis, I wiU propose that we can make a syntactic differentiation between 

adjunct-like and complement-like clauses while maintaining a non-argument status for 

both. This proposa1 will achieve the following: 

i) a treatment which illustrates a syntactic difference between adjunct-iike 
(adverbial) and complement-like (argument-doubling) clauses (not 
stnictural position) 

ii) a treatment for argument-doubling clauses 
iii) a refinernent of the restrictions governing obviation, including proximate 

shifts 

There is a general consensus among earlier descriptions and treatments of 

subordinate clauses as to the existence of two kinds of subordinate clauses, narnely those 

with adjunct-like behaviour and those with complement-like behaviour. The treatment 

proposed here builds on this previous work, and attempts to provide an analysis which 

provides for this long-recognized distinction in subordinate clauses. 

The next chapter wiil present an oveMew of the Pronominal Argument Hypothesis 

(PAH). as well as an introduction to Cree morphology. NPs and subordinate clauses. 



Chapter 3 

The Pronominal Argument Hypothtsis and Cree 

3.1 The Probkm 

This chapter wili focus on the need for a treatment which makes explicit the difference 

between adjunct-like and cornplernent-like clauses in the Pronominal Argument 

Hypothesis (PM) fiamework. This distinction rests on a division between argument- 

doubling and non-argument-doubling (adverbial) clauses. The present analysis accounts 

for the differing behaviour of these clauses, and also allows us to explain other syntactic 

phenornena, such as restrictions on obviation and the copying-to-object construction. 

Obviation will be discussed in chapter 4, and the extension of this analysis to rnaking the 

correct predictions with respect to proximate shifis and copying-to-object constructions 

will be discussed in chapters 5 and 6. 

On2 of the basic premises of the PAH is that subject and object theta-roles are 

assigned to either clitic pronouns (Jelinek 1984) or nuIl pronouns (Russell and Reinholtz 

1995) within the verbal complex. This entails that overt NPs can only be found in non- 

argumental positions. It follows, then, that other elements that are commonly found in an 

argument position in configurational languages would also be relegated to non-argumental 

positions. If we look at subordinate clauses, this would suggest that only non-argumental 

clauses are found, Le., these languages would lack complement clauses. At first glance, 

this should not pose any difficulties: al1 subordinate clauses in a pronominal argument 

language can be defined as non-argument elements, just like NPs. 



However, an examination of the subordinate clauses found in one such language, 

nameiy Cree, suggests that there are clauses that have central properties in common with 

complement clauses. They occur with a limited group of transitive verb stems, and display 

a tighter syntactic linkage with their matrix clause than other subordinate clauses. The 

problern then is how to describe these complement-like clauses within a pronominal 

argument framework. Positing argrnent positions for complement clauses only seems a 

rather ad hoc solution, and would weaken the PAH. Rather, an analysis must be able to 

account for the complement-like behaviour of some subordinate clauses while maintaining 

that these clauses are situated in a non-argument position. As well, it must offer a 

treatment which accounts for the differences between these clauses and other adjunct-like 

clauses. 

3.2 The Pronominal Argument Hypothesis (PAH) 

Before we begin our look at Cree and its pronominal argument structure, it will be 

instructive to re-trace the steps by which the Pronominal Argument Hypothesis evolved 

over the past 15 years. This will introduce some of the specific assumptions that 1 will 

adopt for the andysis of Cree subordinate clauses. 

3.2.1 The PAH Then 

In 1983. Ken Hale published a paper on the structure of an Australian language, Warlpin. 

This language had characteristics that confounded the linguistic theories developed for 

other laquages. Noun phrases could be placed in any order, or freely ornitteci, without 



rendering the sentence unacceptable. The constituents of an NP could even be separated 

fiom each other. 

The fiee word order of constituents is show in example (9). Al1 three sentences, 

while showing a variety of constituent orders, have the sarne syntactic meaning. 

(9) Ngarrka-ngku ka wawim panti-mi. 
man ERG AUX kangaroo spear NONPAST 
'The man is spearing the kangaroo.' (Hale, 1983:06) 

Wawirri ka panti-mi ngarrka-ngku. 
Panti-mi ka ngarrka-ngku wawim. 

An example of syntactically discontinuous constituents in given in (10). 

(10) Wawirri kapi-ma panti-mi yalumpu. 
kangaroo AUX spear NONPAST that 
'1 will spear t hat kangaroo. ' (Hale, 1983 :06) 

And, finally, in (1 1) we see the sentence shown above in (9) now with only one NP (1  la) 

and (1 1 b), or none at dl (1 lc). Al1 versions are acceptable Warlpiri sentences. 

(1 1) a. Ngarrka-ngku ka panti- mi. 
man ERG AUX spear NONPAST 
'The man is spearing him/her/it.' 

b. Wawirri ka panti-rni. 
kangaroo AUX spear NONPAST 
'Helshe is spearing the kangaroo. ' 

c. Pant i-rni ka- 
spear NONPAST AUX 
'He/she is spearing himherfit . ' (Hale, l983:O7) 



Hale concluded that the difference between Warlpiri, a non-configurational 

language, and configurational languages was in the application of the Projection Principie. 

The Projection Principle (Chomsky, 198 1,1982) dictates that the theta-marking properties 

of each lexical item must be represented categorically at each syntactic level. One of the 

motivations behind the Projection Principle is to ensure that there be no missing 

arguments: they are ail required to be accounted for at every level of representation. In 

Warlpiri, however, Hale claimed that the Projection Principle held only at LS (lexical 

structure). Lexical structure referred to predicates and their argument arrays. These 

arrays correspond to variables specified in the dictionary definition of a verb. The 

dictionary definition assigns the theta-roles and case to the LS arguments. 

Hale proposed that overt NPs belonged in PS (phrase structure) and could be 

associated with the argument variables in LS by appropriate case marking. In fact, he 

claimed that a 

"principal function of case-marking in Warfpiri [was] that of signalling the correct 
association of constituents in PS to arguments in LS" (Hale, 1983: 11). 

The optional nominals in PS and the arguments in LS were associated through a linking 

(12) Linking Rule: Co-index N' in PS with mg in LS, provided the case category of N' 
is identical with that of arg (assigning a distinct index to each arg in 
LS). (Hale. 1983: 14) 

There is no specification of a bi-unique relationship between the args in LS and the 

norninals in PS. There need not be any nominal conesponding to an mg, or there may be 

more than one (thus solving the problem of discontinuous constituent s). 



Because this proposal violated the Projection Principle, Hale proposed a parameter 

for its application. He called it the Configurationality Parameter. 

( 13) Configurationality Parameter: 
i) In contigurational languages, the projection principle holds of the pair 

(LS,PS). 
ii) In non-configurational languages, the projection principle holds of LS 

aione. 
(Hale, 1983 :26) 

The result of Haie's analysis was that sufficient arguments were ensured in LS, but 

they did not need to be matched up to any nominais in PS. and there was no need to 

postulate any empty categories. NPs were not required to appear in thematic positions. 

Therefore, they could be optional, in fiee order or discontinuous. Thus, non- 

configurationality was a result of the relationship between phrase structure (PS) and 

lexical structure (LS), Le., the difference in the way the Projection Principle held in this 

type of language. 

Jelinek (1 984) disagreed with Hale's analysis of disparate applications of the 

Projection Principle for different language types. Rather, she maintained that the 

Projection Principle is a universal component of al1 grammars, and must be applied as 

originally designed even to nonconfigurational languages. It ensures that grammatical 

relations are indicated at the surface structure, to allow for sentences to be interpretable. 

The greatest difference between Jelinek's proposal and Hale's analysis is the 

location of the core arguments. For Hale, they were in the lexical structure of the verb, 

but were not found in the phrase structure. For Jelinek, the central arguments of the verb 

were realized overtly, in the phrase structure, as verbal clitics on the awÿliary verb. These 



pronominal clitics were never bound by an overt NP in argument position, because overt 

NPs cannot occupy argument positions. Argument status was awarded inside the verb- 

AUX complex to the clitics. Jelinek proposed 

"...that verbal argument anays (argument positions) in LS are satisfied always and 
only in PS in Warlpiti by clitic pronouns, and that norninals are simply optional 
adjuncts, with non-argumental fùnctions" (Jelinek, 1 984:44). 

She argued that. because nominals are not arguments, nor bi-uniquely related to 

arguments, more tlian one nominal may be adjoined to a single argument to yield 

apparently discontinuous expressions. And since nominals are "mere adjuncts", there is 

nothing to require that they have a fixed order. 

Example ( 14) shows how the arguments of the verb are represented by clitics on 

the auxiliary verb in Warlpiri. (14a) contains an auxiliary verb with third person subject 

and object clitics, both of which are nul. (14b) shows overt clitics for a third-person 

plural subject and object. 

(14) a. panti -mi ka -e -a 
Spear-NONPAST PRES-3 s~NoM-3 s@CC 

'Hdshe is spearing him/her/i t. ' 

b. panti -mi ka -lu -jana 
Spear-NONPAST PRES-3 P ~ N O M - ~  PIACC 
'They are spearing them.' (Jelinek, 1 984: 4647) 

The verb in Warlpiri assigns theta-roles. but does not govem norninals. The verb 

plus the AUX tensdaspect jointly govem clitic pronouns and assip NOM/ACC/DAT case 

to them. Jelinek claimed that case marking on a nominal indicated the verbal argument to 

which it could be adjoined. The case marking on the nominal would have to be 



'compatible' with the case marking on the verbal argument. Warlpin has a split ergative 

system sensitive to the person hierarchy. The case on first and second person clitic 

pronouns follows a nominative/accusative (NOM-ACC) case system, while the case on 

nominals is assigned under an ergativdabsolutive (ERG-ABS) system. The case which 

appears on the arguments is cailed grammatical case (G-case). The G-cases are NOM 

ACC and DAT. Nominals have primary or secondary lexical case (L-case). The prirnary 

L-cases are ERG, ABS and DAT. The secondary Lsases are LOCATIVE. PERLATIVE, 

ALLATIVE, ELATIVE, etc. Only the primary L-cases can be co-indexed to the clitic 

arguments. Jelinek called these nominals adargumental adjuncts, since they give more 

information about the referent of a clitic argument. Nominals with secondary L-case 

cannot be co-indexed with a clitic pronoun, but must be licensed by a case particle phrase 

or postposition. These nominals are called adsentential adjuncts. 

Jelinek's linking mle follows in (1 5) and a chart of case-cornpatibility between G- 

case (on arguments) and L-case (on nominals) is presented in (1  6): 

( 1 5) Linking Rule (Jelinek, 1 984: 52) 

A chic pronoun may be co-indexed with a nominal, providing the L-case of the 
nominal and the G-case of the clitic pronoun are compntible (assigning a distinct 
index to each clitic). 

(1 6) Compatible Cases (Jelinek, 1984: 52) 

a. NOM G-case is compatible with ABS and ERG L-case. 
b. ACC G-case is compatible with ABS and DAT L-case. 
c. DAT G-case is compatible with DAT L-case. 



Jelinek's analysis did not provide for a bi-unique linking rule between clitics and 

NPs. Therefore, she said, there rnay be more than one nominal co-indexed with a clitic, 

resulting in a 'discontinuous constituent'. Furthemore, clitic arguments are not required 

to be linked to nominais, so nominals may not be present at all. Also, some noMnals 

which do occur in the sentence may fail to be co-indexed because they bear secondary L- 

case marking, which is not compatible with the G-case on the clitics. 

Some examples of linking relations between arguments and nominals are provided 

in (1 7) and (18). Example ( 1  7) shows two nominals which are co-indexed with separate 

arguments within the verbal cornplex. Example ( 1  8), contains only one adargumental 

nominal. The other two nominals have secondary L-case marking. namely locative case, 

and cannot be linked to any argument in the verb. 

Warlpiri 
( 1 7) ngajulu-rlu ka-ma-ngku nyuntu-O 

1 -ERG PRES- l s_&OM-~S~ACC YOU-ABS 
I d  I l 

'1 see you.' 

ny a-nyi 
see-NONPAST 

(Jelinek, 198454) 

( 1 8) ngarrka-patu-0 ka-lu karti-ngka manyu-karri-mi kam-ngka 
man-pl- AB S PRES-3 plNOM cards-LOC play-NONPAST creek-LOC 

'The men are playing (at) cards in the creekbed.' (Jelinek, 1984:62) 

To summarise Jelinek's proposais, then: Warlpiri does assign argumental status to 

elements in the sentence. However, these arguments are within the verbal complex, as 

clitics on the auxiiiary verb. These clitics satis@ the Theta Critenon. Any noun phrase 

found in a Warlpiri sentence is considered to be an adjunct, Le., in non-argumentai 

position. Furthemore, if the case of the NP is compatible with the case of the clitic, they 



can be understood to be co-indexed. The NP provides more information in regard to the 

argument. If the case of the NP is not compatible with the case of the clitic, the NP is 

understood to  be an adsentential adjunct, licensed by a case particle phrase or 

postposition, and providing extra information in the sentence. This theory of adjunct 

status for NPs certainly accounts for the free word ordering, optionality and asymmetnes 

typical of NPs in Warlpiri. Adjunct constituents are not structurally obligatory nor rigidly 

ordered. An NP in adjunct position, therefore, can occur in any position in the sentence, 

or not at dl. 

The main points of this early work on the PAH which have been carried into more 

recent research are the non-argumental status of NPs, and situation of argument positions 

inside the verb. Both of these are relevant to the present study of Cree subordinate 

clauses. Unlike Warlpiri, Cree does not have clitics which occupy the argument positions. 

Instead, 1 follow Russell and Reinholtz (1995) in positing nul1 pronominal arguments (pro) 

located within the verbal cornplex. These pros are typically identified by the verbal 

morphology. We now turn to some recent developments of the PAH and identify other 

assumptions 1 will adopt for the analysis of Cree adverbial and argument-doubling clauses. 

3.2.2 The PAH Now 

Since Jelinek's 1984 proposal, the PAH has been adopted for the anaiysis of other 

languages displaying non-configurational propenies. For Cree, we can cite Dahlstrom 

(1 986), Reinholtz (1 995). Russell & Reinholtz (1 999, Reinholtz and Russell (1 999, Blain 

(1997), and Déchaine and Reinholtz (1998). There have been some modifications to the 



theory dong the way. For some pronominal argument languages. there are no verbal 

clitics to accept argument roles, so phonologically nul1 pronouns (pros) have been posited 

within the verbal cornplex (for Cree, cf. Reinholtz and Russell 1995, Blain 1997, Déchaine 

and Reinholtz 1998). Pro is a non-overt pronoun that occupies a specific structural 

argument position as discussed in chapter 1. For the present analysis of Cree, 1 assume 

that there are pros inside the verbal complex that accept the argumental theta-roles 

discharged by the verb. In this thesis, I will not examine the positioning of the pros within 

the verbal complex6 

Since lelinek's (1 984) article was published, the term 'non-configurational' has 

been more narrowly defined. It is now being used, more or less, as a label for languages 

displaying certain imponant characteristics: 

( 19) Principal C haracrerktics of Non-Configurationai (Pronominal Argument) 
Languages 

i) Thematidgrammatical relations do not determine word order 

This means, that word order plays no role in determining thematic or grammatical roles. 

Unlike English, where word order distinguishes between subjects and objects, a 

pronominal argument language does not reiy on word order to identif) these roles. 

Example (3) in chapter 1 ihstrated this, where six variations of word order in a simple 

sentence do not change the sentence's interpretation. 

The hierarchical structure of the pronominal arguments within the verbal complex is presented in a 
recent paper by Déchaine & Reinholtz (1998). 



ii) Full NPs are optional with regard to thematidgrammatical relations 

Any NP refemng to the subject, object or indirect object in a Cree sentence is optional. It 

does not have to occur for the sentence to be grammatical. This was shown in example 

(6) in chapter 1. 

iii) Absence of certain subjectlobject asymmetries 

Because the PAH stipulates that pronominal argument languages place oven NPs in non- 

argument positions, it provides an explanation for the absence of certain subjectlobject 

asymrnetries found in configurational languages. This is especially clear in CO-reference 

restrictions, or the lack thereof. For example, certain constmctions that would result in a 

Principle C violation in English are perfectly acceptable in Cree. Principle C stipulates that 

refemng expressions must be fiee, i.e., not bound by any other element in the sentence. A 

Principle C violation occurs in configurational languages when a referential expression is 

bound by another NP in an argument position, as is seen in the ungrammatical English 

translation of (20b). 

(20) a. animêniw JO hn, omô hkomân ki-wîcihik7 
that John his-knife pst-help-TA-(O-3) 
'That knife of John's, helped h i q . '  

b. kî-pikonam [animêniw John, omôhkomân] 
pst-break-TE(3-0) that John his-knife 

* 'He, broke that knife of John'si. ' 

These examples are cited fmm Russell and Reinholtz (1995) !ho mdelled these sentences diet  Baker's 
( 199 1) Mohawk exampies. 



In English, the subject cc-comrnands the object, but not vice versa. Thus, while the 

English translation of(20a) is acceptable, exarnple (20b) is not. In (20a), the proper name 

is embedded inside the NP, so it does not c-command into the VP where the pronoun lies. 

The proper name in the subject can be CO-referential with the pronoun object without a 

violation of Principal C. In (20b) however, the pronoun subject binds the proper name 

contained within the object NP. This results in a Principle C violation, because the 

refemng expression, the proper name, is not fiee. It is bound by the pronoun. In Cree, 

however, both (20a) and (20b) are grammatical. The pronominal arguments are contained 

within the inflected verb form and therefore do not c-command anything outside the 

inflected verb. Hence the grammaticality of (20b). 

The PAH has undergone some other modifications in recent years. initially, any 

language said to be noncontigurational was assumed to have a flat, non-hierarchical 

structure. But, as Russell and Reinholtz (1995) show, the absence of argument positions 

for NPs does not necessitate an absence of hierarchical structure. Rather, they have shown 

that Cree, for exarnple, does have a hierarchically-organized clause structure, organized in 

ternis of the functional categories of Focus and Topic. This provides a discourse- 

rnotivated structure in Cree, following the lines of information distribution typical of 

Algonquian languages, where new or focussed information tends to occur in a pre-verbal 

position, and old or thematic information typically follows the verb (cf Tomlin and 

Rhodes 1979). The optional, non-argumental M?s occupy positions in FocP or TopP, 

either as the specifier of the FocP for focussed nouns, or in the complement position of the 

TopP. The verbal cornplex, which consists of the verb stem, agreement morphology, and 



aspect markers, conjunct markers, preverbs, etc.- if they occur- is situateci in the specifier 

position of the TopP. A diagram of this structure is given below in (21a) and an example 

wit h a Cree sentence in (2 1 b) . 

(21) a. FocP n 
NP Foc' 

f i  
Foc TopP 

A 

FocP 
A 

Foc' 
A 

Foc TopP 
A 

Top' 
A 

c h  proi-wâpahtam-pro, cimh. 
JO hn-3 see-TI-(3 -inan) boat-M 
'John saw a boat. ' 

This section has provided an oveMew of the PAH, fiom its original version to 

some of the most recent modifications. For Cree, 1 will adopt many of these recent 

changes. Like Hale and Jelinek, 1 assert that NPs are not in argument positions. I will 

soften the daim over their position, however, by situating them in non-~rpment position, 

rather than calling them a~wicts.  Based on the research by Russel! and Reinholtz (1995) 



presented above, NPs are situated in specifier or cornplement positions of the projections 

of fiinctional categones, Focus and Topic. In this thesis, 1 push this stniaure one step 

further, by clairning that subordinate clauses are also relegated to nonmgurnent positions. 

This entails that we must find a way to distinguish between two types of clauses that are 

situated in the same type of position, yet display different behavioun. 

3.3 Cree 

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a profile of Cree verbal morphology, NPs and 

subordinate clauses. An overview of Cree verbs and agreement morphology follows in 

section 3.3.1.  Sections 3.3 2 and 3.3.3 will examine overt NPs and subordinate clauses in 

Cree. One goal of this chapter is to make apparent the similarities between the standard 

treatment of NPs in Cree and the proposed treatment for subordinate clauses. 

3.3.1 Verbal Morphology 

Cree verbs have four morphological classes, labelled according to transitivity and the 

gammatical animacy of the participants.' Intransitive verbs are conventionally divided 

into two groups based upon the animacy of their subject, while transitive verbs are 

subdivided according to the animacy of the object. Verb classification is indicated by a 

Cree has a gender classification based upon grammatical animacy. Nouns are either animate or inanimate 
(classification is not necessarily semticaIIy baseci). 



suffix called the 'stem final'. The four classes are laid out in (22) with examples of each 

verb in (23)' 

AI - animate intransitive (animate actor) 
II - inanimate intransitive (inanimate actor) 
TA - transitive animate (animate goal) 
TI - transitive inanimate (inanimate goal) 

mihkosiw asiniy. 
be. red. AI-3 stone-3 
'The stone is red.' 

mihkwâw maskisin. 
be. red. 11-0 shoe-0 
'The shoe is red.' 

niwâpamâw asiniy . 
1 -see.TA-( 1 -3) stone -3 
'1 see a stone. ' 

niwâpahtén cimàn. 
1 -see.TE( 1 -inan) boat-NI 
'1 sec a boat. ' 

There are three orders of verbal inflection: independent, conjunct and imperative. 

Each order has different attixes for the verb. For our purposes we are only interested in 

the independent and conjunct orders. The independent order is restricted to matrix verbs. 

The conjunct order rnay be found in either matrix or subordinate clauses. However, a 

subordinate clause can only occur with a verb in the conjunct. 

These verb classifications are essentially prototype aiegories based upon morphologic.1 properties. A 
large number of 41 verbs an intransitive, and there are Ti verbs which an actually intransitive. This 
ovewiew of Cree verhl morphology is intended to provide some basic background information, and niIl 
not discuss the many exceptions, except to note that they esîst 



(24) a. Independent: niwâpamâw cîmiy. 
see-TA-(1-3) Jimy-3 
'I see Jimmy. ' 

b. Conjunct: 6-wâparnak cîmiy. 
cj-see-TA-( 1-3) Jirnmy-3 
'(When) 1 see Jimmy. ' 

In a Cree verb there is no specific position for an affix which identifies a subject or 

object. The person-marking affixes serve only to identify sentence pariicipants, and it is a 

direction marker within the verb which associates the appropriate participant to the 

appropriate argument role. In other words, it is not position which identifies subjecvagent 

and objectlpatient, but rather morphology. This association is also dependent upon a 

person hierarchy. where second penon is hiyher than first person, and both outrank third 

person. This hierarchy is shown in (25). 

To demonstrate this somewhat complex system of argument assignment, let us 

consider the following examples. 

(16). niwâpamawa k. 
1 -see.TA-direct-3 p 
'1 see them.' 

'O 3 = ihird person proximate, 3' = third person obviative. O = ina~mate 
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(27)- niwâpamhak1! 
1 -sec. TA-inv-3 p 
'They see me.' 

Examples (26) and (27) dem onstrate that a& p osition is not related t O subject or 

object roles. The first person marker ni- precedes the verb stem in both instances, and the 

third person plural marker -wuk always occurs at the end of the verb. These prefixes and 

suffixes, shown in boldface type, simply indicate the participants invoived in the event. 

The direction marker, which has been underlined in the above examples, is either direct 4- 

as in (26), or inverse -ik(*- as in (27), and serves to link these participants to the 

argument roles. based upon the person hierarchy. Thus, in (26), because the verb is direct, 

we know that a participant higher on the animacy hierarchy aas upon a participant who is 

lower on the hierarchy. In this example, the first person participant acts upon the third 

person. Conversely, in (27), the verb is in the inverse form, which tells us that a lower 

participant acts upon a higher one. Thus, in this sentence, the third person is the subject, 

and the first person is the object. 

In examples (28) and (29) below, we can see the direct and inverse forms of a verb 

when both participants are third person. Here, we see how obviation roles play out in the 

animacy hierarchy. Obviation is obligatory when more than one third person occurs in a 

clause, and tiinctions to disambiguate the two third persons. One participant is proximate, 

11 

The full form of the inverse marker is -ihw-. The morpheme-by-morpheme gloss of the ver& 
niwipamiAwak would be: 

ni-wdjmn-i&-wn-k 
1 -(TA)-inv-3-pl 
'1 see them'. 



Le-, more prominent in the discourse, while the other is marked as obviative. In (28), the 

direction marker indicates that a participant higher on the animacy hierarchy acts upon a 

participant that is lower on the hierarchy. The verbal infiection indicates that a third 

person plural proximate and an obviative participant are involved. Because proximate 

participants are higher than obviative participants on the animacy hierarchy, we know that 

the proximate plural acts upon the obviative. In (29), we see the inverse fonn of the verb. 

This rneans that the obviative (lower on hierarchy) acts upon the proximate (higher on 

hierarchy). In (28) and (29). the direction markers are underlined. 

(28) wâparnew ak. 
see. TA-dir-(3 p-3') 
'They (prox) see himlthern (obv). ' 

wâpamgwa k. 
see.TA-inv-(3'-3 p) 
'He/They (obv) seedsee them (prox). ' 

These examples also demonstrate that the proximatelobviative distinction is not based on 

the ro!es of subject and object. 

This section has introduced the difTerent verb orden as well as verbal morphology. 

The agreement morphemes senre to identi@ the pronominal arguments which are situated 

within the verbal cornplex. We also introduced the role of obviation, and demonstrated 

that obviation status is not dependent upon thematic roles. 



3.3.2 NPs in a Cree Sentence 

So far, we have looked at the relationships inside the verbal complex, including verb forms 

and argument identification. Of course, because we daim that arguments in Cree are 

inside the verbal complex, this is crucial to sentence interpretation. However, NPs are not 

barred fiom occumng in a Cree sentence. They are required for the same discourse 

motivations as in any other language: introduction of new participants, clarification, style, 

etc. When an NP occurs in Cree, it is in a non-argumental position. 

There are two types of NPs found in Cree sentences. These may be labelled 

argument-doubling N P s  (A-doubling NPs) and oblique NPs. A-doubling NPs are co- 

indexed to the pronominal arguments within the verb, while oblique NPs are not. We will 

investigate these below. 

3.3.2.1 Argument-Dou bling NPs 

An A-doubling NP mut be construed with one of the pronominal arguments inside the 

verbal complex. This is accomplished by referential linking. In order to be referentially 

linked, an NP must bear features compatible to one the central arguments occumng in the 

clause. An example of an A-doubling NP can be seen in (30). In this sentence, the overt 

hT mostoswa 'buffalo(obv)' matches the person, gender, and obviation features of the 

object pro. It is third person, animate and obviative (number is not marked on obviative 

participants). Thus, moszswa 'buffalo(obv)' is co-indexed with the object argument in 

the verbal complex. 



see.TA-(3-31) buffalo, f ' 
'He saw some buffdo.' 

There is a restriction on which NPs can be A-doubling NPs. Because, by 

definition, these NPs are construed with the pronominal arguments, oniy NPs which can 

be CO-indexed with subjects, objects and indirect objects belong to this class. These are 

the only argument roles which can be represented pronorninally in the verbal cornplex. 

Example (3 1) illustrates A-doubling NPs CO-indexed with a subject (3 la), an object (3 Ib), 

and an indirect object (3 I c). " 

(31) Sub-iect 
a. êkwah pîhtwâw aw oskinikiw. 

then smo ke. AI-3, this yout hosi 
'Then the youth smoked.' 

Ob-iect 
b. sîpiy wâpahtamwak. 

river, see.TL(3p-inan,) 
'They saw a river. ' 

Indirect Obiect 
c. êkosi owîcêwâk~niwâwah êh-mâh-miyâcik,. . . . 

then t heir-companions-3', cj-rdpl-give.TA-(3 p-3'J 
'Then when they gave them to their companions,. . . ' 

(P: 168-20) 

The tenninology for refemng to the morphologicûlly-identi fted non-agentive argument in a di-transitive 
verô is controve~~ial. Traditional grammars of Cree have claimed that with these verbs. the beneficiary 
fiinctions ris the direct object. The verbal morphology for the beneficiary is identical to that of a direct 
object in a simple transitive verb. The patientltherne is not morphologiçally mark& but is included in 
the interpretation. By tenning these arguments as 'indirect object' f am claiming only that the thematic 
role of these arguments is one of beneficiary. I do not want to omit this panicular thematic role in the 
~ l y s i s  but readers should note that ii is mot a clearsut issue of grammatical d e ;  Le.. direct abject or 
indirect object. For more information, see Woffart (1973). 



The NP is licensed through CO-indexation with the argument. The pro and the NP 

can be seen as elements of a chah, which share the sarne features and thematic relation. 

This CO-indexation is also called referential linking, or r-linking. Referentially linkbd 

constituents have a common referent and identicai features. This includes person, number 

and gender. An overt NP and an argument must also have the same obviation statu, in 

order for the NP to be an A-doubling expression. 

3.3.2.2 Oblique NPs 

Co-indexation with a pronominal argument is not a requisite factor for an NP to occur in a 

Cree sentence. An NP can also occur in a postpositional phrase. In this way, the NP is 

said to be Iicensed by the postposition. The postpositions found in these phrases are 

usually ohci ' from, with, etc. ' and iSi 'to, towards. ' Overt nominals may also be licensed 

by a nominal sufix -îhk alone or in addition to a postposition". Oblique NPs are never 

associated with subject or object roles (this is obvious since they cannot be CO-indexed 

with the pronominal arguments), but occur as instruments, locations, sources and goals. 

Examples of each of these roles are presented in (32a-d). 

(32) Instrument 
a. ohcahcipiyah ohci pakamahwêw. 

his-bow-3' with hit.TA-(3-3') 
'He stmck him with his bow.' 

NPs with the t hemtic d e s  of source, g d  or location often occw with both the postpositon ohci ' from' 
and the locative suffix -ihk on the oblique NP- At this point, 1 cannot offer an e~ilanation of this 
p henomenon. 



Source - 
b. . . ., kâ-wâpamât awa nâpêw mihcêt êh-wayawiyit n i s t i  ko b k ohci 

cj-see. TA43 -3') t his man-3 rnany cj-go .outside. Al-3' tree-loc from 

kinêpi kwah. 
snake-3' 
'and then the man saw a great many serpents corne forth fiom the tret.' (P:270-39) 

Oblique nouns can also be licensed by a locative suffix -ihk which occurs on the noun. 

Location 
(c) êkwah mîcisôwak êkotah sâkahikanihk. 

then eat.AI-3 p there lake-loc 
'Then they ate, there in the lake. ' 

Goal - 
(d) êkwah pihêwak ôki takosinwak wacistwanihk 

then partridge-3 p those arrive. AI-3 p nest-loc 
'Then the panridges arrived at the nest. ' 

Such nominals can also be licensed when ohci 'fiom' or isi 'towards' occur not as 

postpositions, but as preverbs within the verb phrase. These preverbs occur after a 

conjunct prefix and/or past marker kî- (if used) and person prefixes, but before the verb 

stem. The role of the NP remains the same as if the preverb were a postposition. Some 

examples are provided in (33). 

(33) 
a. môsktstawêw ôhi . nâpêsisah, cikahikan êw-ohci-pakamahwât, 

mn.at.s.o.TA-(3-3') that boy-3' axe cj-with-strike.s.o.TA-(3-3') 

êh-nipahât . 
cj-kill.TA-(3-3') 
'She(prox) ran at the boy(obv) and amck him(obv) with an axe, killing him(obv).' 

(S :246-12) 



b. sêkihik, wâsiskotêaikanihk êy-ohci-wayawjit . 
frighten. S.O.TA-(3'03) Iamp-loc cj-from-go.outside.AI-3' 
'He (obv) fnghtened him (prox). coming out(obv) of the lamp.' (S:340-15) 

Thus we have seen that NPs in Cree cm be licensed either by referentid-linking to 

a pronominal argument in the verb. Le., subject, object and indirect object roles, or NPs 

cm be licensed by a postposition, preverb or locative suffix if they are fulfilling oblique 

roles, such as location, instrument, source or goal. 

3.3.3 Subordinate Clauses in Cree 

Subordinate clauses are marked by the use ofa verb in the conjunct order. Conjunct verbs 

may be indicated in one of two ways; initial change and conjunct inflection. Initial change 

is a process of systematic phonolosjcal substitution of the vowel in the first syllable of the 

verbal cornpiex, Le., on the first preverb,I4 if there is one, or on the vowel of the first 

syllable of the verb stem. Some examples of initial change are shown in (34),IS where 

(34a) and (34c) present independent forms, and (34b) and (34d) present the conjunct fom 

(with initial change) of the verb. 

(34) L ê  
a. pimohtêw 

walk.along. AI-3 
'He walks dong'. 

14 The preverb kû- found with conjunct wrbs is the past pwerb kî- which has undergone initial change. 
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E.xamples (3Sad) are cited h m  Woffart, (1973233). These are only two e.uampIes of the systematic 
phonological substitution. For more e.uamples and details on other vowels, see Woifart 1973. 



b. pêmohtêyâhk 
cj. walk-along. AI- l pl 
'As we(exc1) walked dong.' 

8 - ivê 
c. têhtapiw 

ride. AL3 
'he rides (on horseback)' 

d. tiyêhtapit 
cj. ride. AI-3 
'as he rode' 

Conjunct verbs also have a different set of inflectional endings h m  independent order 

verbs. An exarnple is given in (35) below. 

(35) a. cân sipwêhtêw. 
John leave. AI-3 
'John leaves. ' (independent) 

b. cân ê-sipwêhtêt. 
John cj-leave. Al-3 
'(whenhhat) John leaves.' (conjunct) 

While a rnatrix clause may have either an independent order verb or a conjunct 

order verb, a subordinate clause can only appear with a conjunct verb. It is ungrammatical 

for a subordinate clause to have an independent verb form, as shown in (36b). 

(36) a. ch kiskênimêw awêna kâ-sipwêhtênit. l6 
John know. TA-(3-3') who cj -1eave. A[-3' 
'John knows who lefi.' 

Recall that al1 e.urnples markcd Mth DS are elicited e-xamples and in Swampy Cm. Notice the 
Swmpy Cree prosimate ending in the conjuna is a i t  instead of the Plains Cree -yit. 



b. * c h  kiskênimêw awêna sipwêht2niwa. 
John know.TA-(33') who leave. AI-3' 
'John knows who lefi.' (independent subordinate V) 0 s )  

Because argument roles are filled by pronominals within the verbal complex, and 

since subordinate clauses appear outside the verbal complex, we expect that dl 

subordinate clauses must be in non-argument positions. As previously mentioned, there is 

evidence to suggest that subordinate clauses in Cree fa11 into two main classes. 

Semantically speaking, the division is very similar to that in configurational languages, 

such as English, where we find structurally distinct adverbial and complement ciauses. 

The subordinate clauses in Cree have a sirnilar semantic division but, as we have already 

said, we cannot use the same type of structural differentiation in a pronominal argument 

language. We cannot appeal to a difference in argument versus non-argument position. 

Complement clauses occur in argument positions in a configurational language, and in a 

PA language, these positions are filled by pronominals. Al1 subordinate clauses in a PA 

language, therefore, are in non-argument positions. 

We can differentiate the two clause types by following the distinction found 

between NPs. We shall see that the significant distinction between these two types of 

subordinate clause involves the presence or absence of an A-doubling relationship with the 

matrix clause. Like A-doubling NPs, Cree has A-doublins clauses, and, just as we find 

oblique NPs, which have no relationship to the core arguments, so too are there adverbial 

clauses, which add more information to the sentence as a whole, and are not linked to 

pronominals within the matrix verb . Adverbial clauses do not appear to have any 



syntactic relationship to the matrix verb, outside of pragmatic considerations, of course. 

However, A-doubling clauses demonstrate a syntactic link between the mat& clause and 

the subordinate clause. We shall see that these A-doubling clauses show characteristics 

often found in complement clauses in configurational languages, but without being 

situated in an argument position. The A-doubling stmcture allows for the closer semantic 

and syntactic integration characteristically found in complernent clauses. Furthemore, this 

analysis maintains a distinction between ihese clauses which are intuitively an integral part 

of the matrix verb, and adverbial clauses, which are not. 

3.3.3.1 Argument-Dou bling Clauses 

In this section, I show that argument-doubling (A-doubling) subordinate clauses behave 

similarly to A-doubling NPs, which we have already examined. I claim that like A- 

doubling NPs, these clauses are r-linked to a central argument within the matrix verb. 

A-doubling clauses are subordinate clauses with complement-like characteristics. 

These clauses appear with a set of transitive verbs. both TI and TA. The TI verb is a 

transitive verb, which is inflected for a subject and constmed with an inanimate object. 

TA verbs are infiected for both a subject and an animate object." The animacy of the 

subject is not specified, but it is generally animate. An example of an A-doubling clause is 

provided in (37). Here, the A-doubling clause is 8-kih-taposiyit 'that the other had got 

In this analysis, I leave aside the issue of intransitive verbs which take an object. For example, an AI  
verb like nrici- 'to eat (it)' may occur with an NP which is undemood to be referring to the themipatient, 
even ihough there is no such argument specjfied in the morphology, nor one cvpecteâ in a v e h  suppusedly 
belonging to an intransitive class. This is an am which needs m e r  study. 



away'. It is in the conjunct order, and is occurring with a transitive mavVr verb 

kisk2yihtm ' he knows it ' . 

(3 7) êkoyikyhkl' namoya kiskjihtam bkih-tapuiyit. 
even.now not know.TE(3-inan) j-pst-flee. AI -3' 
'Even now he did not know that the other had got away.' (S:3 7-29) 

These subordinate clauses occur with transitive verb stems. If they occur with an 

intransitive verb, they receive a different interpretation. This is apparent if we compare 

the two sentences in (38). 

(38) a. rnihtâtam ê-kî-sipwêhtênit . 
regret. T I 4 3  -inan) cj-past-leave. AI-3' 
'She regrets that he left. ' 

b. pâhpiw 6-sipwêhtênit. 
Iiugh. AI-3 cj-leave. Al-3' 
'She laughs/laughed when he leaves/iefi. ' 

In (38a) the subordinate clause is constmed with object pronominal argument. It has a 

semantic relationship with the matrix clause which suggests a cornplement-like 

interpretation. The proposition expressed by the subordinate clause provides information 

about the object of the verb 'regret something' . However, in (38b). the relationship 

between the matnx verb and the subordinate clause is a temporal one. The subordinate 

clause simply expresses an event which happened at the same time as the event in the 

matrix clause. While a causal reiationship could be posited, it would rely on pragmatic 

considerations, not syntactic ones. The subordinate clause in (38b) does not have a 

tg 

This is Bloomfield's spelling. and should be written as ëkoyikohk- 



complement-like interpretation. The relationship between these clauses will be explained 

in greater detail in chapter 5. 

A nonsxhaustive list of transitive verb stems which can introduce argument- 

doubling clauses is found in (39). 

(39) Plains Cree 
TI - 
itêyiht- 
kaskê yi ht- 
kiskêyiht- 
mimaskit- 
mihtât- 
misk- 
miywêyi ht- 
pawât- 
pêht- 
wâpaht- 

'to think something' 
'to be sad about something' 
'to know something' 
'to find something strange' 
'to be sorry (about something), to regret something' 
'to find something' 
'to be glad about something' 
'to drearn about something' 
'to hear something' 
'to see something' 

TA - 
kakwècim- ?O ask soxneone' 
kiskêyim- 'to know someone' 
wâpam- 'to see someone' 
wîhtamaw- 'to tell someone about it/him' 

These verbs which may occur with A-doubling clauses have semantic properties in 

common. They may al1 be ciassified as some sort of 'mentai action. ' This type of verb 

characterîstically occurs with complement clauses in other ianguages. At this point, 

however, I must leave the semantic properties aside, and am concentrating on the syntactic 

(argument) properties of this set of transitive verbs. 



There is no difference in the verbal morphology of the transitive mat& vab when 

it occurs with an A-doubling NP or an A-doubling clause.lg Examples (40) and (41) show 

cornparisons of the matrix verb with an A-doubling NP and A-doubling clause. for TI and 

TA verbs respectively. This suggests that the verb assigns its argument roles identically in 

each case. Theta roles (argument status) are assigned to the pronominals within the verbal 

cornplex, regardless of what else occurs in the sentence. 

(40) a. wâpaht- rnihkoh. 
see. TI-(3-in) b1ood.M 
'She saw some blood. ' 

b. wâpahtm Eh-misatirnositêyit. 
see. TL(3 +an) cj-horse. foot . AI-3' 
'he (prox) saw that he (obv) had horses' feet.' 

(4 1) a. kîtahtawê wâpamh mahihicanah pêyak. 
presently see.TA-(-) wolf-3' one 
'Presently he saw a wolf ' 

b. êkosi wâpamh êh-otinarniyit dkrhikrn. 
then see. TAo(3-3') cj-take. TI-(3'4nan) axeM 
'He saw her take an axe.' (P: 70-0 5) 

The fact that transitive verbs display identical verbal morphology when they are 

linked to either A-doubling NPs or clauses, provides an opportunity for a test to show that 

A-doubling clauses are situated in nofiargument positions. We have already seen that 

because A-doubling NPs do not occupy argument positions, they must be licensed by 

being CO-indexed with a pronominal argument in the verb. Correspondingly, if my daim 
- - -  
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We shall see that this is relevant to the analysis presented in chaptcr 5. 



that A-doubling clauses also occupy non-argument positions is true, we expect that they 

must receive CO-indexation with apro in the matrix verb. If apro is unavailable, then the 

A-doubling clause cannot be licensed t y  it, and the resulting sentence should be 

unacceptable. This would show that the clause c m o t  receive its status by being situated 

in an argument position (for if it were, it would not need CO-indexation to apro). 

3.3.3.1.1 Showing the Non-Argumental Status of Argument-Doubling Clauses 

One way to show that A-doubling clauses are not situated in argument positions is to put 

them in competition with an A-doubling NP. We have already seen that A-doubling NPs 

must be CO-indexed to apro. We are claiming that A-doubling clauses also have a linking 

relationship to apro in the rnatrix verb. What happens if we put both of these constituents 

into a sentence where there is only onepro available for linking? 

If we have one transitive matrix verb with only two argument positions to 

distribute, e.g., pêhtmvêw 'he hem hirn', we assume that onepro is the agentfexperiencer, 

and the other with the theme. If there is an appropriate A-doubling NP (Le., one whose 

features match those of the pro and they identifjr a cornmon referent). for 

example mihi atinnva 'that dog', it can be licensed by the theme argument, as shown in 

example (42). Here, the NP unihi atNnwa 'that dog ' is construed with the theme 

argument in the verbal cornplex. 

(42) awa kimotisk pêhtawêw aNhi atimwa 
t his-3 thief-3 hear.T A-(3 -3') t hat-3' dog-3' 
'This thief heard that dog.' 



If the matnx verb occurs with an A-doubling clause, e.g., ê-ati-kMrê11it câm 'that 

John came home', a grammatical sentence result~, '~ as shown in (43). 

(43) awa kimotisk pêhtawêw ôati-kîwênit cana. 
this-3 thief-3 hear.TA-(3 -3') cj-go. home. AI-3' John-3' 
'This thief heard John go home.' @SI 

Both constituents, the NP mihi alinwu 'that dog-3" and the clause ê-ati-kMnit 

câna '(that)John go(went) home', can be linked to the matrix verb. However, when we 

try to  put both the A-doubling clause and the A-doubling NP with the single transitive 

verb, as in (44), the sentence fails. 

(44) * awa kimotisk pêhtawêw anihi atimwa ê-ati-kiwènit câna." 
this thief-3 hear. TA-(33') that dog-3' cj-go. home. AI-3' John-3' @s) 

This behaviour is expected under the analysis proposed. I have claimed that in 

order to occur as an A-doubling expression, NPs and clauses must be r-linked with an 

argument pro of matching feature content. If both of these constituents occur in a 

sentence, and there are not enough arguments availableV2' the sentence is ungammatical, 

It is recognized that this sentence is somewhat odd semantically, as the verb kîwê- 'to retum home' does 
not inctude an audible component. This aside, the sentence is still acceptable  grammatical!^. Note also 
that this sentence is an elicited consüuction, and therefore less idiomatic than tehiai data. 

It is important to point out that it is an Adoubling interpmation for the subordinate clause that is niled 
out. Presumably this sentence is acceptable if the subrdinate clause reccives an adverbial reading- An 
e.uample of such a sentence, containhg an Adoubling oven NP and an adverbial clause, is found in (77). 

Either apparent arguments (identified by agreement morphology) or non-apparent (inhennt) arguments. 



as dernonstrated in (44). The NP and clause cannot both receive their A-doubling 

interpretations. If(44) were acceptable, we would have had to assume that the 

subordinate clause is either licensed by some other means, or that clauses cm occur in an 

argument position, as proposed by Baker (1996) and Blain (1997)? The fact that (44) is 

unacceptable is support for an analysis that A-doubling clauses are in non-argumental 

positions. 

Another exmple follows in (49, but this time sornething interesting happens to 

the A-doubling clause when the A-doubling NP and clause both occur with a single 

transitive verb. 

(45) a. nipêhtên âcimowin. 
hear.TE(1 -inan) story.NI 
' 1 heard the report. ' 

Bq' non-apparent. I refer to the matter of ditransiti~e verbs, where only the agent and beneficiary are 
visibly identified by agreement morphology ( s e  also footnoie 12). An argument for the theme is not 
reflccted in the verbal inflection. but can be assumed to be present, since NPs which refera to theme can 
occur in the sentence. For example. 

miyêw kisêyiniwa misatimwa. 
prorgive-TA-(3-3 ')-pro, old man,-3' ho--3' 
'He (prox) gave 3 hors (oh)  to the old man (oh).'  

Here, the agreement morphology identifies only the agent and the beneficiary. The thematic 
indirect object pro is linked to the NP ki.rëeviniwu 'old man*. There is no theme argument corresponding 
to n t i ~ i n n r w  'horse' in the verbal inflection. Howvever, we must assume chat the theme argument is 
inherent in the verb stem, for two reasons. Firstly, the verb 'to give' is a ditransitive verb, having three 
theta roles to assign; agent, theme and beneficiary. Faîlure to do so would contnvene the Theta Criterion. 
mus. even though the verbal morphology on& exhibits two arguments, three are implied. Secondly. an 
NP (here nrisatinnr*~ 'horse') which is understood to be rcferring to the theme can occw in the sentence, 
without any postposition or preverb to license it. Recall a h ,  ihat postpositions and pceverbs only license 
oblique NPs, not NPs that cm be linked CO argument roles of subject, object and (thematic) indirect object. 
Since thîs example is a grammatical sentence, we must assume ihat the NP is properly licensed, and this 
is accomplished through linkage to an morphologically unidentified argument. 

Recall that some linguists working within the PAH continue to place 'complement' clauses in argument 
position. cf. Dahistrom (1986). Baker (19%), Blain (1997). 



b. nipêhtên 8-wanihôt c h  
hear.TI-(1 -inan) cj-be.lost .A&3 John-3 
'1 heard that John was lost,' 

c. Mpêhtên âcimowin î-wanihôt c8n. 
hear.TI-( l -han) story.NI cj-be.lost. AI-3 John-3 
'1 heard the report that John was lost.' 

In (45a), the verb, nipéhtin '1 hear it', occurs with an A-doubling NP alone. In 

(45b) it occurs with an argument-doubiing clause, 2-wunihot cân 'that John was lost'. 

Both are acceptable sentences. Example (4%) has both the NP and the subordinate clause 

occuning with the single transitive verb. The sentence is grammatical, but only because 

the clause no longer ttnctions as an A-doubling constituent. In this example, the NP and 

clause have semantic properties in common. The subordinate clause has changed its role 

in the sentence and is being interpreted as a post-nominal modifier. The result is a 

cornpletely diffierent sentence. Therefore, in this sentence, the subordinate clause does not 

need to be CO-indexed to a pronominal argument in the matrix verb, it is not an A-doubling 

clause. In (45c) there is only one constituent which requires linkage to apro, a complex 

A-doubling NP which contains an overt nominal and a modifier. 

The cmx of these exarnples is that a subordinate clause cannot be classified as an 

A-doublins clause if it is not r-linked to a pronominal argument in the matrix verbal 

complex. In (45c), the clause could not hinaion as an A-doubiing clause, but became a 

post-nominal modifier to the A-doubling NP. 



3.3.3.1.2 Declarative Argument-Dou bling Clauses 

This section and the following two sections examine two sub-classes of argument- 

doubling clauses: declarative (i.e., nonWh-) clauses, and Wh-clauses. Both types double 

a pronominal argument within the matrix verbal cornplex. This section discusses 

declarative argument-doubling clauses and the phenomenon of copying-tosbject, which 

occurs when an argument-doubling clause is introduced by a TA verb. Declarative A- 

doubling clauses are a prominent type of A-doubling clause. Some examples with TI 

matrix verbs are below in (46) and (47). 

(46) miywêyihtam êh-niknmoyit. 
be.glad.TL(3-inan) cj-sing. A M '  
'She was glad that he was singing. ' 

(47) . . . kâ-wâpahtahk Ch-kâh-kÎskicihcêyit. 
cj-see. TL(3-inan) cj-rdpl-have. severed. hand.Al-j' 

' . . .then he (prox) saw that he (obv) had some fingers cut off ' (P: 80-26) 

M e n  the A-doubling clause is introduced by a TA matrix verb. a panicular 

syntactic construction called 'copying-to-object' is said to o~cur.~'  This regular pattern of 

agreement marking, as explained in Dahlstrom (1 986), is found when a TA verb occurs 

with a declarative A-doubling clause. The object argument of the matrix TA stem is co- 

referential with the subject argument of the subordinate verb. That is, the subject of the 

subordinate verb is 'copied' into the object role of the main verb. She describes this 

This section follom a previous treatment of the copying-tolobject construction (cf. Dahlstrom 1986). In 
section 6.2.1 \vil 1 present data to show that this construction is not restricted to subordinate subjects. as 
well as offer a new jxrspective which attempts to e.xplain this syntactic phenomenon, 



syntactic phenomenon as being baned for any other nominal in the subordinate clause. 

Examples (48) and (49) show matrix TA verbs which are infiected for an Mmate object, 

which has the same features as the subject of an accompanying A-doubling clause. In 

(48), the rnatrix TA verb kiskéyiim& 'he knows him' is inflected for a proximate singular 

subject and an obviative object. The subordinate verb ê-nôhtëhkwas@it 'that s/he becarne 

sleepy' has an obviative subject, indicated by the suffix -y& The subordinate subject and 

the matrix object have the same referent, and share cornmon features of animate, third 

person and obviative." 

(48) ..., kiskêyimêw è-nôhtêhkwasiyit. 
know . TA-(3 -3') cj-become. sleepy . Ai-3' 

' . . . , he perceived that she was sleepy . ' 

(49) namoya Iüskèyimik ôhtiwiya 6-sipwéhtêt. 
not know. TA-inv-(3'-3) 3 -fat her-3 ' cj-Ieave. AL3 
'His father did not know that he had gone off' (P: 92-05) 

In (49). the proximate singular subject of the animate intransitive subordinate verb é- 

sip2hti1 'that hiprox) left' matches the object of the TA matrix verb krskiymik 

'he(obv) did not know him(prox)'. Again, they refer to the same individual, and have 

matching features of animate, third person, singular and proximate. 

This section has discussed declarative A-doubling clauses, and descnbed the 

copying-to-object construction. This construction has been considered to be a prominent 

component of complement-like subordinate clauses (introduced by TA verbs). Copyins- 

25 

ûbiation is number-indiaerent. This sentence an read 'He perceid that s/he/they btcame sleepy.' 

56 



to-object does not appear to be free, but shows restrictions that stand in need of an 

explanation. In section 6.2, I will show that the copying-to-object construction is not 

restncted to subordinate subjects, and that its occurrence (and non-restrictiveness) follows 

quite naturally fiom an argument-doubling analysis. 

In this section, we look at the other type of argument-doubling clause; argument-doubling 

Wh-clauses. It is this clause type that provides the clue to the analysis of the relationship 

between an A-doubling clause (declarative and Wh-) and the matrix verbal cornplex. 

Wh-questions in Cree can occur as matrix questions or as indirect questions. 

Indirect questions are A-doubling clauses. which are introduced by transitive verbs. The 

significant difference between an A-doubling Wh-clause and a declarative A-doubling 

clause is the presence (or absence) of a pre-verbal Wh-phrase. 

A-doubling Wh-clauses look identical to matrix Wh-questions. An example of a 

matrix Wh-question is provided in (50). 

(50) thêhki kâ-ohci-sipwèhtêt mèriy? 
why cj-away-1eave.N-3 Mary 
'Why did Mary Ieave?' 

In a matrix construction, the Wh-phrase always occurs pre-verbally at the 

beginning of the clause. In argument-doubling Wh-clauses, the Wh-phrase usually occurs 

at the beginning of the subordinate clause. This demonstrates that argument-doubiing 



clauses are in fact separate clauses fiom the matrix verb. If they were not, we would 

expect the wh-phrase to appear initially in the matrix clause. 

Examples of A-doubling Wh-clauses are given in (5 1) and (52). Each 

subordinate clause has a clause-initial Wh-phrase, tânitê 'where' in (5 1) and tanêhki 'why' 

(51) nikiskênihtên [tânitê c h  kâ-itôhtêt]. 
1 - know. TI-( 1 -inan) where John cj-go. Al-3 
'I know where John went. ' 

(52) nikî-wihtamâk c h  [tânêhki kâ-O hci-sipwèhtênit mèfiwa] 
I-pst-tell.TA-(3-1)John-3why cj-away-1eave.N-3' Mary-3' 
'John told me why Mary left. ' 

Example (53) below compares two sentences which differ in the placement of the Wh- 

phrase. (53a) has the Wh-phrase at the beginning of the subordinate clause, while (53b) 

places the Wh-phrase in the sentence-initial position. with the rest of the subordinaie 

clause following the matrix verb. Only (53a) is a grammatical sentence. Presurnably, 

(53b) would be acceptable if the matrix verb ritkiskG)~imâw '1 know him' was in the 

conjunct form, as the wh-phrase would then be clause-initial in a conjunct verb clause. 

But, as it stands, (53 b) is not acceptable if the Wh-phrase is to be constmed with the 

subordinate verbal cornplex i-sipwéhtêt 'that he(prox) lefi'. 

(53) a. nikiskènimâw awênr ê-sipwêhtêt. 
1 -know.TA-( 1-3) who cj-1eave.N-3 
'1 know who it is that lefi.' 

b. * awêna nikiskênimâw Gsipwêhtêt. 
who 1-know.TA-(l-3)cj-1eave.A.I-3 



This shows that these wh-clauses are subordinate clauses. They are clauses in iheir 

own right, separate fiom the matrix verb. 

3.3.3.2 Adverbial Clauses 

Like oblique NPs, adverbial clauses are not CU-indexed with any of the arguments in the 

matrix verb. These clauses are not restncted to occumng with transitive matrix verbs, and 

have a wider range of distribution than A-doubling clauses. Generally, the purpose of 

these clauses is to modify the matrix sentence as a whole. Some examples are found 

below in (54) and (55) .  

eh-pihtokahCt ôh âwâsisab, miyw-iyâyiwa. 
cj-bring. in.TA-(3-3') that child -3' be. we1l.M-3' 
'When he (prox) brought the child (obv) in again, he (obv) was weil.' (P:2O4- 17) 

kisiwâk êh-ihtât wih-pâhpihik. 
near cj-be.AI-3 int-laugh.at. S. O.TA-(3'4) 
'When he got near, the other lauçhed at him. ' 

Earlier, in section 3.3.3.1.1, we looked at a test of cornpetition between A- 

doubling NPs and clauses, in order to show that an A-doubling relationship presupposes 

referential-linking. Placing a potential A-doubling NP and A-doubling clause in the sarne 

sentence, with only a single argument available for r-linking, results in one of these 

constituents not tiinctioning as an argument-doubling expression, if the sentence is 

interpretable at dl. If an expression is not r-linked, it is not an A-doubling expression. 

In contrast, if an adverbial clause occun within a sentence where the pronominal 

argument in the matrix verb is already r-linked to an NP, i-e., no r-linking is available to 



the adverbial clause, the sentence is grammatical. This is shown in examples (56) and 

6-sipwéhtêyan, niki-pêhtawâw atim. 
cj-leave. AI-2 I -pst-hear.TA-( 1 -3) dog-3' 
'When you went out, 1 heard the dog. ' 

Çh-pasikôt, êh-âmaciwêt, kâ-wâpamât osimr, 
cj-rise.AI-3 cj-wdk.up.AI-3 cj-see.TA-(3-3') his-brother-3' 
'When he rose to his feet and walked up the slope, there he saw his brother, ...' 

(P: 162-23) 

Because the adverbial clause does not require CO-indexation with a matrix pro, it 

can CO-exist in a sentence where an A-doubling NP is r-linked to the only availsble 

argument in the matrix verbal cornplex. R-linking is not involved in the interpretation of 

adverbial clauses. 

3.3.3.3 Comparing Argument-Doubliag and Adverbial Clauses 

Aside from the differences that 1 have introduced in this chapter, and will explain more 

hlly in chapter 5, there are other differences between these two types of subordinate 

clause. One difference is found by comparing their distributional restrictions. 

3.3.3.3.1 Distributional Restrictions 

As mentioned previously in section 3.3.3.1, argument-doubling clauses are restriaed to 

occumng with a subset of transitive matrix verbs. This section provides detailed evidence 

to show that argument-doubling clauses and adverbial clauses differ in their distribution by 



examinhg how they behave with different types of matrix verbs. 

We can examine the interpretation(s) subordinate clauses receive with both 

transitive and intransitive matrix verbs. A subordinate clause can only receive an 

argument-doubling interpretation when it is introduced by an appropriate transitive mat& 

verbal complex, with an argument available for r-linking. If the matrix clause contains an 

intransitive verb (i.e., no available argument26), an argument-doubling interpretation is not 

possible. In contrast, adverbial clauses generally receive the same interpretation regardless 

of the transitivity, or availability of arguments, of the matrix verbal complex. 

First, we will take a single subordinate clause 2-sipw2htCt m2riy 'whedthat Mary 

lefi', and compare the interpretations it receives when introduced by bot h transitive and 

intransitive matrix verbs. 

(58) a. ni kiskênirnâw ê-sipwêhtêt mèriy . 
1 -know.TA-( 1-3) cj-1eave.N-3 Mary-3 
' I know that Mary lefi.' 
2-sipwêhtët mériy = argument-doubling clause 

b. niniton ê-sipwêhtêt rnèriy. 
1 -cry.AI- 1 cj-1eave.N-3 Mary-3 
' 1 cried when Mary lefi.' 
ê-sipwêh~bt rnêriy = adverbial clause 

In (5 8), the subordinate clause ê-sipBhtë! mêriy 'whenlthat Mary leaves' receives 

a different interpretation in each sentence. In (Ha), it occurs with a transitive verb 

ïhe numkr of arguments a verb hûs to assip is not nacrurily dependent on verb classification. Some 
AI verbs can intcoduce Adoubling NPs and clauses. Argument identification, then, must be determineci 
by a verb's lexical meaning and semantic content, mt  by its morphological classincation. More research 
on this topic ne& to be done. 



containing a pronominal argument which can be r-linked to the subordinate clause. Thus, 

it receives an A-doubling interpretation. In (58b), the subordinate clause is introduced by 

an intransitive matrix verb, where there is no argument available for r-linking. The clause 

is interpreted as an adverbial clause; it expresses a temporal relation. 

In example (59) below, we can compare the interpretations of an indisputable 

adverbial clause when it occurs with both an intransitive and a transitive matrix verb. As 

we might expect, the interpretation is not affected by the transitivity of the matrix verbal 

complex, Le., availability of arguments. Adverbial clauses do not require r-linking to a 

pronominal argument for their interpretation. 

(59) a. nipâhpin mayaw è-sipwêhtèt càn. 
1 -1augh. AI- 1 as. soon.as cj-ieave. Ai-3 John3 
'1 laughed as soon as John lefi. ' 

b. nimihtâtên mayaw è-sipwêhtêt c h .  
1 -regret .TI- l as. soon.as cj-!eave. AI-3 John -3 
'1 felt sad as soon as John lefi.' 
'1 regretted it (something previously mentioned) as soon as John lefi.'" 

Regardless of the transitivity of the matrix verb, the adverbial clause receives the 

same interpretation, a temporal relation. 

This cornparison of distributional restrictions illustrates a distinction between 

argument-doubling clauses and adverbial clauses. Argument-doubling is a syntactic- 

But note that if mayaw 'as soon as' is rem& from the subordinate clause. the clause in (59b) could 
receive an argumentdoubling interpretation. There is an available argument in the matrix vclbal 
complex to which a clause couid be r-linked- Removing mcryaw 'as soon as' in (59a) would not allow an 
Adoubling interpretation. The intransitive verb in (593) b s  only one pronominal argument, and it 1s 
assigneci to the agent. There is no available argument for an A-doubling consthm. 



semantic relation, namely constnial with an argument. This is fonnally captured by 

referential-linking. If an expression does not receive such a constmal, it cannot be 

refened to as A-doubling. Thus, only those subordinate clauses which are introduceci by 

verbs which contain arguments available for r-linking, can be argument-doubling clauses. 

This explains why A-doubling clauses occur (largely) with transitive verbs. It also 

accounts for the wide distribution of adverbial clauses. Having no need of constmal with 

an argument in the matrix verbal complex, adverbial clauses can occur with a wider variety 

of matrix clauses. 

3.3.3.3.2 Extraction 

There is other evidence to show us that the distinction we have made between subordinate 

clauses in Cree exists. The analysis presented in this thesis divides subordinate clauses 

based on their relationship to the core arguments which are located within the mat* 

verbal complex. As discussed in the previous section, argument-doubling clauses receive 

rheir interpretation by constmal with a pronominal argument, demonstrated through r- 

linking. Adverbial clauses do not need this relationship with a matrix argument. This 

distinction mirrors the difference found with NPs as discussed in section 3.3.2. There we 

examined the treatment of argument-doubling and oblique NPs, where argument-doubling 

NPs are r-linked to apro in the matrix verbal complex, while oblique NPs are licensed by a 

postposition or preverb. If we adopt this distinction for subordinate clauses, we might 

expect, then, to find other characteristics of subordinate clauses which mimic the 

behaviour of A-doubling and oblique NPs. In this section we examine extraction data. 



Extraction facts provide evidence for a distinction between two kinds of clauses: 

those 1 propose to analyse as A-doubling expressions, and those which 1 propose are 

adverbial clauses (i.e., non-A-doubling). For NPs, only those noun phrases which are co- 

indexed to a pronominal argument in the verbal cornplex, i.e., A-doubling NPs, c m  have a 

part of the NP extracted and fionted. Oblique NPs cannot have a part of the NP 

extracted. Example (60a) provides a Swampy Cree sentence with a deteminer within the 

NP. (60b) shows a variation of the sentence where the determiner has been extracted out 

of the A-doubling NP and moved into a focus position." 

(60) a. pâhpiwak nêwo awâsisak. 
laugh. AI-3p four child-3 p 
'The four children are laughing.' 

b. nêwo pâhpiwak awâsisak. 
four 1augh.N-3p child-3p 
'The four children are laughing,' 

A textual example in given in (61). Again we see a determiner, niw 'two'. being 

extracted fiom the A-doubling NP niso m6swah 'two moose (obv)' and placed in focus 

position. 

(6 1 ) niso nipahêw môswah êh-whoyit; 
two kill.TA-(3-3') moose -3' cj-be.fat. AI-3' 
'He killed two fat moose.' 

When an NP consists of a deteminer and a noun, only the determiner cm be extracted. The noun cannot 
be fmnteâ. mnding the determiner. A DP analysis, where the NP is actually a DP, wiîh a Det hcad and 
a complement NP altows for determiner extraction. For more information on DP structure in Cree, see 
Reinholtz (1995). which e-xplains split DPs (discontinuous wnstituents) as a result of extraction, as well 
as Mathemon & Reinholtz (1996). 



In example (62) below, we see extraction fiom NPs located in different positions. 

Sentence (62a) has the determiner within the post-verbal NP nisto ishhva 'three 

women(obv)'. In (62b), the detenniner has been extracted out of the NP when the NP is 

in a preverbal position. In (62~). riisto 'three' is extracted fiom the NP in postverbal 

position. In both cases, nisto 'three' is fronted to a pre-verbal position, a focus position. 

(62) a. cîmiy wâpamêw nisto iskwêwa. 
Jimrny-3 see. TA-(3-3') three woman-3' 
'Jimmy sees three women. ' 

b. rtisto cîmiy iskwêwa wâpamêw. 
three Jimrny-3 woman-3' see. TA-(3 -3') 
' Jimmy sees t hree women. ' 

c. nisto cîmiy wâpamêw iskwêwa 
three Jirnrny-3 see.TA-(3 -3') woman-3' 
' Jimmy sees t hree women. ' 

However, when the NP is an oblique NP, no element can be extracted from it 

without making the sentence ungrammatical. 

(63) a. mêriy kaskikwâsow niso awâsisa ohci. 
Mary4 sews.AI-3 two child-3' for 
'Mary sews for the two children.' 

b. * niso mêriy kaskikwâsow awisisa ohci. 
two Mary-3 sews.AI-3 child-3' for 

The distinction beiween A-doubhg and oblique NPs, with respect to the 

possibility of extraction, can ais0 be found with subordinate clauses. Extraction can occur 



in some A-doubling clauses, but not in adverbial clauses? Ifan NP containing a 

determiner is found in a (non-Wh-) argument-doubling clause, the determiner cm be 

extracted out of the subordhate clause and into a sentence-initial position of the main 

clause. This is illustrated in (64) and (65). In both sentences. the deteminer nîso 'two' is 

fronted out o f  the A-doubiing clause. 

(64) a. nikiskênihtên 6-atâwêt'" càn nîso astotina. 
know. TI+ -inan) cj-buy..41-3 John-3 two hat-3' 
'1 know that John bousht two hats.' 

b. nîso nikiskênihtên 6-atâwêt ciin astotina. 
two know.Tb( 1 -inan) cj-buy.AI-3 John-3 hat -3' 
'1 know that John bought two hats.' 

(65) a. c h  wâpamêw ê-sipwêhtênit niso nâpêwa. 
John-3 see. TA-(3-3') cj-leave. AI-3' two mana' 
'John saw two men leave.' 

b. niso cân wâpamêw ê-sipwêhtênit nâpêwr. 
two John-3 see.TA-(3 -3') cj-1eave.M-3' man -3' 
'John saw two men leave.' 

Extraction is not a definitive test of A-doubling status. Not al1 Adoubling clauses can have a 
constituent exmcted. For example, Adoubling Whçlauses usually show a Wh-island effect. Le.. 
extraction is not possible. However, e~rnction is discussed here, because it is a phenornenon that does 
illustrate dinering behaviour of Adoubling and adverbial clauses, a distinction thût mimics the behaviour 
of A-doubling and oblique NPs. 

This is an interesting verb. ntûwê- 'to buy it/him' is morphologically classified as an animate 
intransitive veh. It occurs, however, with an NP that appears to refIect the d e  of theme, even though 
there is no direct objectpro identified in the verbal morphology. At this poUii- 1 cannot provide an 
explanation for this type of verb. Al1 1 can assume for the marnent is chat there is an inherent theme 
argument in the verbal stem, which is not identified thniugh the verbal infieetion. For more information 
on this topic. cf Wolfm ( 1999). 



If an NP is in an adverbial clause, a determiner within it cannot be extracted. 

Sentences (66) and (67) show this, where the fionting of néwo 'four' in (66), and of mihz 

'those' in (67) results in ungrammaticai sentences. 

(66) a. càn sipwêhtêw ispî ê-mâci-nikanonit nêwo awâsisa. 
John Ieave- AI-3 when cj-begin-sing. AI-3' four child-3' 
'John lefi when four children began to sing.' 

b. * nêwo cin sipwêhtêw ispî 6-mâci-nikamonit awâsisa. 
four John leave. AI-3 when cj-begin-sing.Al-3' child-3' 

(67) a. cîmiy pâhpiw ê-pihtokwênit anihi iskwêwa. 
Jimmy-3 laugh. Al-3 cj-enter. Ai -3' those woman-3' 
'Jimmy laughed when those women entered. ' @SI 

b. * anibicîmiy pâhpiw ê-pîhtokwênit iskwêwa. 
those Jimmy -3 1augh.N-3 cj-enter.Al-3' woman-3' 

This exemplifies another difference between adverbial and argument-doubling 

clauses in Cree. While extraction is not possible in al1 argument-doubling clauses, its 

behaviour with respect to A-doubling versus adverbial is consistent with the analysis 

proposed here, that these clauses represent two types of subordinate clause which can be 

compared to the two types of NPs found in Cree. Non-A-doubling constituents do not 

permit extraction, while A-doubling expressions (NP or clause) may, providing there are 

no other syntactic constraints, like Wh-islands, barring the construction. 

3.3.4. Conclusion 

In section 3 -3, then, we have examined Cree pronominal arguments, NPs and subordinate 

clauses. I have argued that argument status is always assigned inside the verbal complex 



to non-overt pronorninals. Any NPs that are found within the sentence are found in a non- 

argument position. However, not dl NPs behave in the same way. An A-doubling NP is 

construed with an argument within the verbal complex. It shares a common referent and 

has matching feanires to that pro. This relationship is indicated by referential-linking. 

Oblique NPs are not Iinked to arguments, instead they are licensed by postpositions, 

preverbs or a locative suffix. They serve to identify participants other than the subject. 

object or indirect object. 

1 have proposed that subordinate clauses can also be divided into two classes 

following the same distinction as NPs. A subordinate clause can only be construed as an 

A-doubling clause, when there is an argument within the matrix verbal complex with 

which the clause can be r-linked. There is a Iimited set of matrix verbs which cm facilitate 

this; a list of transitive verbs was given in example (39). Adverbial clauses do not rely 

upon construal with a matrix argument for their interpretation, and as such, have a much 

wider range of distribution. Only A-doubling clauses are ever in cornpetition with an A- 

doubling NP for r-linking. There are no restrictions upon the occurrence of an adverbial 

clause when an A-doubling NP is also found within a sentence. The adverbial clause 

provides no interference in the linking relaiionship between the rnatrix verbal complex and 

the NP. Further, we have seen that determiners can ody be extracted out of 

A-doubling clauses, and that such extraction is barred in the case of adverbial clauses. 

This demonstrates similarities in behaviour found between A-doubling and oblique NPs. 

So far, 1 have presented evidence for a distinction betwen A-doubling and 

adverbial clauses. I have not provided many details of the analysis, nor explained how the 



r-linking relationship between A-doubling clauses and a matrix argument is estabiished. 

This will be laid out in chapter 5- First, however, chapter 4 discusses how we can use 

obviation to provide more evidence that this distinction in clause types is justified. 



Chaptcr 4 

Obviation 

4.1 Introduction 

We tum now to an examination of another difference between what 1 propose are 

argument-doubling and adverbial clauses in Cree. The assignment of obviation statu, and 

especially its re-assignment presents us with clear evidence in support of a distinction 

between these clauses. In panicular, 1 will show that the re-assignment of the proximate 

role is restricted between some subordinate clauses and the matrix clause. Proximate 

shifts cannot occur between a matnx clause and an argument-doubling clause. In contrast, 

if the subordinate clause is an adverbial clause, this restriction is lifted, and re-assignment 

is left to the discretion of the speaker. 

The obviation status of a participant is recognized as a feature of that argument. 

However, unlike phi-features. obviation is not lexically encoded. Phi-features are features 

of person, number, gender and case." They are intrinsically identified by the meaning of a 

word. In Aigonquian languages, obviation is encoded in the morpho-syntax. Its value is 

identified in the grammar, not in the lexicon. For example, if we consider the referent 

w ~ i k q 6 s  'bear' , it will always be third penon, animate and singular. Those feature values 

are inherent in this nomind. The Iexical content of the rest of the sentence does not have 

any efect on these features. The significance of obviation as opposed to phi-features is 

3 1 

This thesis does not discuss Case in Cree. For a discussion of Case. see Dechaine and Reinholtz (1998). 



that its value is not inherent in the semantic composition of the argument. Obviation is an 

additional feature placed on a participant. The obviation status of a nominal will depend 

on the lexical content of the rest of the sentence, or the speaker's discretion. No 

constituent has an obviation feature pre-established in its lexical make-up." 

It is the fact that this feature is not inherent in nominds and is open to change that 

makes obviation such a usehl tool for analysing clause relations. In particular, the fact 

that the option of changing obviation roles is consistently absent in specific syntactic 

environments, but present in others, suggests a syntactic constraint that applies to certain 

constructions. In Cree, the obviation status cannot be changed between a rnatrix verb and 

a subordinate clause if the clause is an argument-doubling clause. However, if the 

subordinate clause is an adverbial clause, then obviation roles may be changed. This 

provides fùrther evidence that subordinate clauses have different syntactic relationships 

with the rnatrix verbal complex. 

In this chapter, we will begin with a description of obviation in Cree, and then 

examine the phenornenon of proximate shifts. We wil! then examine both argument- 

doubling clauses and adverbial clauses to illustrate the syntactic restriction placed on inter- 

clausal proximate shifts. 

îhis d w  not mean that r constituent's role in the sentence does not entail a partïnilar obviation status, 
for example. any noun possessed by a third pemn must k obviative. Tbe point here is ihût no constituent 
has an obviation feature establishd beforg it is placeci into a suitence. The feature value is determhed by 
the qmtadsemantics cornprient of the gnmmar, and not by the lexicon. 



4.2 Obviation 

Obviation is a system of third person ceference found in the Algonquian langwges. This 

system rnakes a distinction between hvo third persons: the proximate and the obviative. 

This contrast helps to reduce potential arnbiguities when more than one third person 

appears in a narrative discourse. One third person, usually the most t ~ p i c a l ~ ~  or central, is 

assigned to be the proximate, while the other(s) is(are) represented as the obviative. The 

status of each third person is reflected both on no un^,^ unmarked for proximate and 

marked for obviative, and in the verbal morphology. In the case of multiple obviatives, 

context, stress and word order rnay be used to distinguish between them. 

As shown in example (68). animate obviative nouns are marked with a suffix -a, 

while the proximate is unmarked. This example also illustrates that obviation does not 

indicate number. The obviative noun mvisisa 'child/children (obv)', may refer to either a 

single child or a group of children. 

(68) a. awâsis b. awâsisa 
child -3 (prox) child/children-3' (obv) 

Unlike Swampy Cree, inanimate nouns in Plains Cree do not take any kind of 

nominal inflection for the proximate or obviative distinction, but their status is reflected in 

By topic. 1 refer to the idea of a 'notional subject.' The proximate is a uniquely identifid participant, 
and should not be consuued with an alternative definition of topic in tenns of k m  or familiar 
information. 

In PIains Cree, only animate nouns are markcd for obviation. In Swampy Cree. both animate and 
inanimate nouns are thus d e d .  



the verbal morphology. In the example in (69), the inanimate noun muskisina 'moccasins' 

is not overtly marked for obviative status. However, the verb êh-rniywtisiniyikih 'that 

they(obv) were pretty' is inflected for an obviative plural subject. 

(69) kîtahtawê k&miskahk maskisina otinam, 
soon cj-find. TI-3 moccasin(0p) take. T I 3  
'Soon he(prox) found some moccasins(obv), he(prox) picked them(obv) up 

6-wâ-wâpahtahk; êh-rniywâsiniyikih. 
cj-examine.TI-3 cj-pretty. II-0'p 
and examined them(obv), they (obv) were very pretty. ' (Wolfart 1973 : 16) 

Obviation is chiefly a discourse phenomenon," and is govemed by few syntactic 

criteria. First, there can usually be only one proximate referent per c~ause.'~ Al1 other 

animate third person padcipants must be obviative. In example (70) below, only one 

participant is proximate, a previously mentioned youth who is identified by éwak6w 'this 

one(prox)' as well as the proxirnate singular subject marking on the verb ni&& 'to give'. 

The other two animate third person participants, misatirna 'horse(obv)' and ÔhO 

By the term 'discourse phenomenon' I do not m a n  to imply that obviation has no role in the syntas. 
'Discourse' does not entai1 non-syntactic. the iwo are inter-related. However, while there are syntactic 
restrictions on obviation, its predominant fiinction is to distinguish between ihird persons. It can also be 
manipulated as a stylistic tool in namtion. 

Multiple proames do occur, but usually this is if both nominals are conjoined and are functioning 
wit hin the same semantic d e .  For e.uampie, 

âsay ôtêh wikiwâhk awa nâpésis êhvah aw Ôdcinîkiw mawîhkâtâwak, 
already here Iîve. AI this boy-3 and t his youth-3 1ament.s.o.TA-(indf-3p) 
'Meanwhile, back in their home, this bay and this young man were king moumai,' (P:%4 1) 

Hem. both the boy and the youth an pmximate, because ihey arc a conjoined construction, where togethet, 
they are construed as the theme of the matrix verû. Thc wrbal infiection muwihkutàwak 'thq.(prox) were 
king mourned' hows a third persan plural proximate objet!. 



kr'sêyiniwu 'that old man(obv),' are both marked as obviative. This example illusbates 

that where more than one third person participant occurs in a clause, only one can be 

proximate. 

(70) miyêw misatimwa ÔhÔ kisêyiniwa êwakôw. 
give. TA-(3-3') horse-3' that old. man-3' this-3 
'He (prox) gave a horse (obv) to the old man (obv).' (P 140-40) 

The second syntactic restriction is placed on possessive constructions. If a noun is 

possessed by another third person, then that possessed noun must be obviative. The 

possessor may be either proximate or obviative. Examples of possessive 

constructions are illustrated in (7 1). In (7 1 a). the possessed noun okosisa 'son(obv)' is 

obviative, while the possessor awn kisêyiiniw 'old man' is proximate. In (7 1 b), both the 

possessor ndpbah 'man(obv)' and the possessed noun owikinùka~~iyiwah 'his(obv) 

wifetobv)' are obviative. In both examples, the possessed noun is obviative. 

êkwah awa kisêyiniw pi!câpamèw okosisa, êh-pâpayiyit . 
then this old.man-3 see. s.o.coming.TA-(3-3') his(3)-son-3' cj-approach. AI-3' 
'Then that old man (prox) saw his son (obv) riding toward where he(prox) was.' 

(P:64-39) 

nîso pikôw wàpaméw, nipiwah êkwah owikimikaniyiwab. 
two only see.TA-(3-3') man-3' and his(3')-wife-3' 
'He (prox) saw only two persons, the man (obv) and his (obv) wife (obv).' 

(P:298-11) 

This restriction oniy occurs with third-person possessors. If an animate noun is 

possessed by a first or second person, obviation is not obligatory. This is illustrated in 

example (72), where the possessor is first person, and the possessed third person, the 



younger sister, is proximate. This can be seen by the unmarked fonn of the noun nisiWs 

'my younger sister' (as opposed to a marked, obviative fom) and the proximate 

morphology on the TA verb ê-ki-pinrisimihl 'she(prox) was made to lie down.' 

(72) Plains Cree 
tâpwê piko wiy âwa nisîmis awa, Npêwinihk 
truly surely she this 1-yngr sister this, bed-loc 

ê-ki-pimisimiht,. . . 
cj-pst-make.s.o.lie.down.TA-(indf-3) 
'And as soon as my little sister(prox) had been put to bed,. . .@car el al., 1992: 136) 

A further restriction on the distribution of proximate and obviative roles occurs 

with relative clauses. The obviation status of the head of a relative clause must be the 

same in the matrix and the dependent clause (cf Dahlstrorn (1990: 103) and Dryer 

( 1992: 14 1)). Example (73) illustrates this restriction. 

(73) àhci pikoh yêhyêw awa [ayahciyiniwah ostikwânihk kâ-piskisokot]. 
still breathe. AI3 this-3 Blackfoot-3' 3-head-loc cj-shoot.TA-(3'93) 
'He (prox) [who had been shot in the head by the Blackfoot (obv)] was still 
breathing. ' (P:90-11) 

The proximate participant in (73) is indicated to be the subject in the main clause 

AI verb, y2hyêw 'he(prox) breathes'. The agreement rnorphology for singular proximate 

subject is bolded on the verb. The proximate stanis of this participant is maintaimd in the 

relative clause. The subordinate verb b-pE~kJs~kor '(that) he/they(obv) had shot 

him(prox)' in the relative clause is inflected for an obviative actor and a proximate patient. 

The verb contains an inverse rnarker, which indicates that a participant lower on the 



animacy hierarchy acted upon a participant which is higher on the hierarchy. The animacy 

hierarchy was discussed in section 3.3.1. 

The assignment of proximate and obviative is not dependent upon thematic roles 

like agent or patient, nor on grammatical roles like subject or object. Exarnple (74) 

illustrates this: 

(74). a. wâpamêwak. 
see. TA-dh(3 p-3') 
'They (pro?<) see hirn/thern (obv). ' 

b. wâparnikwak. 
see. TA-inv-(3 '-3 p) 
'He/They (obv) see(s) t hem (prox). ' 

In (74a), the transitive verb wcipam- 'see S.O.' has two theta roles to assign; an 

agent and a theme. These thematic d e s  are assigned to two pronominal arguments 

situated within the verbal complex. The verbal morphology &ak '(dir) 3p-3" indicates 

that the agent (subject) argument is proximate and pliiral, while the theme (0bject)pro is 

obviative. In contrast, example (74b) is in the inverse form. Here, the agent (subject) 

argument is assigned obviative status, while the theme (object) is proximate, indicated by 

the verbal morphology -ikwak '(inv) 3'-3p'. We notice then, that the proximate is agentJ7 

in (74a), but a theme in (74b), and the obviative is a theme in (74a) and an agent in (74b). 

Thus, we can state that the choice of proximate or obviative status is not dependent upon 

thematic role. 

Here, I use the term 'agent' in the sense of a thematic subject. not in the sense of the initiator of an 
agentive verb. 



4.3 Proximatt Sbifts 

Given more than one third person, a narrator must choose which participant will be 

marked as the proximate and which as the obviative. The proximate is typically used for 

the more topical, central character, while the obviative indicates a character which is more 

peripheral at that point in the text. 

The assignment of proximate and obviative status to discourse participants is 

generally not static. While it is theoretically conceivable that proximate and obviative 

status could remain constant throughout a text, this is not usually the case. The narrator 

may re-assign these features to other participants, either newly introduced or already 

present. Thus, previously obviative characters may become proxirnate. and vice versa. 

This re-assignment is called a proximate shift (cf Goddard (1984, 1990) on Fox, and 

Dahlstrom (1986) on Cree). 

A proximate shift can be interpreted as a signal of a new episode in the narrative, a 

change in the topic, a new point of view, or perhaps a less-defined context such as a 

narrative peak or a degree of heightened tension (cf Russell 199 1). The re-assignment of 

obviation status is fkequently found where a high degree of activity is occumng in the 

story. 



When a proximate shifi occun, it is most comonly found between two  sentence^.^' A 

SM is o b  accompanied by a Wl A-doubling NP, f'requently with a demonstrative 

marker. However, a full NP is not necessary, and sometimes it is only the verbal inflection 

which indicates that the obviation status of a participant has been changed. 

Example (75) illustrates a proximate shifi. In the first clause, the A-doubling NP 

wQkuy8.s 'bear' is proximate, as can be seen by examining the uninflected overt NP in the 

sentence, as well as the verbal morphology on the verb ayâw 'he(prox) is near', indicating 

that the subject pro is singular and proxirnate. The NP takwâhnciwa 'the bull(s)(obv)' has 

a suffix -a indicating it is obviative. In the second sentence however, the proximate 

reference is assigned to one bull, which occurs as an unmarked A-doubling NP. The new 

proximate status of this referent is also reflected on the verb pasikôw 'he(prox) rises', 

where the suffix indicates a singular proximate actor. The double bar ( II ) indicates a 

proximate shift. 

(75) âsay cîkih ayâw wâkaybs ôhih takwâhnâwa. 
already near be. AL3 bear-3 t hese bull-3' 
'By this time the bear(prox) had got close to the bu11 buffalos(obv).' 

II kîtahtawê pasikôw awah takwâhnaw pêyak, 
suddenl y arose. AL3 this bull-3 one 
' Suddenly one bull(prox) arose, ' (P: 150-0 1) 

Prosimate s h h  can also ocm insi& of a comp1ex senten. between a matrix verô and a nibordhate 
clause. This will be discussed in the next section. 



(76) kîwêw mistanask; kostêw wakayôsah. 
go. home. AI-3 badger-3 fear.TA-(3 -3') bear-3' 
'Badger(prox) went home; he(prox) was anaid of that bear(obv).' 

II kahkiyaw otiium wiyâsah awa wâkayôs. 
d l  take.TL(3-inan) meat .NI this bear-3 
'This bear(prox) took al1 the meat .' (S: 102-07) 

In (76), the first sentence has Badger as proximate. The A-doiibling noun, mistanask 

'Badger', is unmarked, and the verb kiw& 'he(prox) went home' is inflezted for a singular 

proximate subject. Also, the A-doubling NP wâkay6sah 'bear(obv)' is marked with the 

obviative sufix. In the second sentence, the bear has become proximate. Notice the 

unmarked NP wakq6s  'bear' and the inflection for a proximate subject argument on the 

verb otinam ' he( prox) t akes it ' . 

Typically, proximate shifls occur between separate sentences, as just show in 

examples (75-76). Less frequently, they may occur within a single cornplex sentence - 
between a matnx verb and a subordinate clause. However, only one type of clausal 

relation allows this. The next two sections will show that a proximate shifi can only occur 

between a matrix clause and an adverbial clause. A-doubling clauses do not allow a 

proximate shift. 

4.3.2. Betwten a Matrix Clause and an Adverbial Clause 

Intra-sentential proximate shifts may occur between a matrix clause and an adverbial 

clause. This is not very dflerent than changing the proximate reference between separate 

sentences. Because the adverbial clause is a free clause, Le., not r-linked to the matrix 



verbal complex, it is able to have proximate and obviative status assigned to its arguments 

independently of the main clause verb. Obviously, discourse and semantic conditions 

apply, but there is no syntactic obligation for the arguments in the adverbial clause to 

maintain the obviation status awarded to the main clause arguments. Two examples 

demonstrating this are given below. 

The first sentence in (77) is provided to put the second sentence, a complex 

sentence with an adverbial clause, into conte*. The verbal complex in the first sentence 

sijwéhtêw 'he(prox) set out' has a single pronominal argument acting as agent. The 

infiection on the verb indicates that the argument is proxirnate and sinylar. This role is 

continued into the adverbial clause of the following sentence, as indicated by the 

proximate singular morphology on the AI subordinate verb 2h-pîhtokëi 'when he(prox) 

entered'. The referent in both of these verbal complexes is the central character of the 

story, Wisahkêcâhk. However, in the matrix clause, the proximate role has been re- 

assigned to a difTerent referent. The agent argument in the matrix verbal complex îthu 

'he(prox) - said thus to him(obv)' is r-linked to an A-doubling NP w2rnistikdsiw 'the 

Frenchman'. It is this argument that is now proximate. This is clearly indicated by the 

unmarked form of the A-doubling noun, the use of the demonstrative m a  'this', which is 

reserved for proximate nouns, as well as the proximate singular agent morphology on the 

matrix verb. Therefore, we see that we have a proximate shift occumng between an 

adverbial clause and the main clause. It is identical to the proximate shifts we saw in the 

previous section between sentences. 



(77) êkosi êkwah sipwêhtêw. 
so then set.out.AI-3 
' So he (prox) set out. (~1~sahkêcâhk)' 

êh-pîhtokêt, 1) wêmistikôsiw awah omis îtêw: 
cj-enter.AI-3 Frenchman-3 this thus say.thus.to.s.o.TA-(3-3') 
' When he(promAsahkêcâhk) entered, the Frenchman(prox) said:. . ' (S:3O- 1 3) 

Example (78) below also shows this pattern. In this example, there is a shifi from the 

proximate referent wâkay0s 'bear' to ayisiyinb 'man'. The first line clearly shows that, 

initially, the bear is proximate. The A-doubling noun is unmarked, it occurs with the 

demonstrative awa, and the verbal inflection on kostêw 'he(prox) fears hirn(obv)' shows a 

transitive animate verb, with a proximate subject and an obviaiive object. In the second 

Iine, the argument refemng to the bear is stili proximate in the subordinate clause, ê-wih- 

tapasir 'when he(prox) tried to escape.' In the matrix clause, however, the proximate role 

is re-assigned to the argument refemng to the man. This is indicated by the unmarked 

form of the A-doubling NP ayi3iyi11irv 'man', the occurrence of m a  and the singular 

proximate subject inflection of the verb, I I I (~ .F~~CIL~W&V 'he(prox) attacks him(obv)'. 

(78) êwakô êokonih kostèw awa wàkayôs. 
this-3 this -3' fear.TA-(3-3') this bear-3 
'The bear(prox) was afiaid of this one(obv).' 

é-wîh-t apasit , II môskîstawêw aw ayîsiyiniw . 
cj-int-flee.AI-3 attack.TA-(3-3') this person-3 
'When it[bear](prox) trîed to escape, the man(prox) attacked it(obv). ' (P: i 50- 15) 

So, we see that the relationship between adverbial clauses and matnx verbs is just 

like one between separate sentences in terms of proximate shifis. There is no dependent 



relationship between the arguments of the matrlv and subordinate clause. Each occurs 

independently of the other in tenns of reference. There is no CO-indexation betwem the 

clauses. The arguments in each verb, main and subordinate, are tiee of one another. This 

means that a speaker can re-assign proximate status to a new referent between the 

adverbial and matrix clauses. 

4.3.3 Between a Matrix Clause and an Argument-Doubling Clause 

We tum now to A-doubiing clauses. I have proposed that these clauses appear with 

transitive verbs and are rerniniscent of what we would cal1 a complement clause in English. 

Technically, of course, these clauses cannot be true complement clauses, as they are not 

arguments of the verb. As 1 have discussed at length already, Cree is a pronominal 

argument laquage, and as such, its arguments are found within the verbal cornplex. 

There are no argument positions for a clause to occupy. 

Argument-doubling clauses occur with both TI and TA matrix verbs. Because A- 

doubiing clauses are 'doubling' an argument of the matrix verb, there is a dependent 

relationship between the two clauses. The A-doubling clause and the pronominal 

argument form a chah, and thus have identical features.j9 It is not surprising, then, that 

proximate shifts are found between a matrix clause and an A-doubiiq clause. The 

obviation status of a referent has to be the same in each clause. 
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Some examples of complex sentences containing A-doubling clauses are given in 

(79) - (8 1). The obviation status of the participants in each matrix verb is maintained in 

the subordinate verb. In (79), the subject of the matrix verb rnihiâtannvak 'they(prox) are 

s o q  about it' is proximate. This status must be maintained in the A-doubling clause. No 

other referent can be assigned proximate status. The subordinate verb 2-sipw2htéyit 'that 

she(obv) lefi' in the A-doubling clause requires only an agent argument. This argument, 

as indicated by the verbal morphology and the A-doubling NP iskwéwah 'woman(obv)' is 

obviative. 

(79) mihtàtamwak ê-sipwêhtêyit Ôh îskwêwah. 
sorry.TI-(3p-inan) cj-1eave.N-3' that woman-3' 
'They(prox) were sorry that that woman(obv) had gone away.' (S:224-29) 

In (80) below, the matrix verb hskiyiniik 'he(obv) knows him(prox)' identifies Ôhtdwiya 

'his(prox) father(obv)' as obviative, and the son as proximate. The son is the subject of 

the subordinate verb 2-sipChtét 'that he lefl', and is still proxirnate. There is no 

proximate shift between the clauses. 

(80) namoya kiskèyimik ôhtâwiya ê-sipwêhtêt. 
not know.TA-(3'-3)3-father-3'cj-1eave.A.i-3 
'His(prox) father(obv) did not know that he(prox) had gone OR' (P:92-OS) 
'His(prox) father(obv) did not know him(prox) to have gone.' 

In fact when a proximate shifl was attempted, as show in (8 Ib), it was mled out 

as marginal at best, and essentially unacceptable as a grammatical sentence? 
-- 

U) 

Note that in elicited sentences, structures that are typically deemed ungrammatical in context are 
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(81) a. c h  kiskênihtam mêrîwa 6-âhkosinit 
John-3 know.TI-(linan) Mary-3' cj-be. sick.A[-3' 
'John(prox) knows that Mary(obv) is sick.' 

b. ?* cân kiskênihtam II mêriy 6-âhkosit. 
JO hn-3 know.TL(3-inan) Mary-3 cj-be. sick. AI-3 
'John(prox) knows that Mary(prox) is sick.' 

As discussed in section 3.3.3.1.3, A-doubling clauses can also occur as indirect 

Wh-questions. Such clauses are identical to the declarative (non-Wh-) A-doubling clauses 

we have already seen, with respect to proxirnate re-assignment. There cm be no 

proximate shift between the matrix clause and the subordinate clause. Examples (82) and 

(83) contain A-doubling Wh-clauses. In both of these examples, the argument in the A- 

doubling Wh-clause is obviative. This is expected, since proximate status has been 

assigned to the referent cân 'John(prox)' in the matrix clause of each sentence. Because 

cân 'John' is proximate, no other referent in the matrix or A-doubling clause can be 

assigned proximate status. Al1 other referents mu4 be obviative. This is borne out, in 

these sentences, where in (82) m2riwn 'Mary(obv)', and in (83) awéj~hva 'who(obv)', are 

assigned obviative aatus. 

sometirnes judged io be marginally acceptable in isolation. This is especially true Hith obviation, perhaps 
because obviation is primarily a discourse hinction. Ho~vever, the important point is that sentence (81a) is 
consistently judged to be better and more grammatical than sentence (8 lb). This is especially borne out in 
temal sources. In Bloomfield's pubiished texts of Plains Cree narratives, I have found oniy one exception 
to the analysis presented in this paper. 

namoya kiskêyimêwak dntê éh-ohtohtêt aw âyahciyiniw. 
not know.TA-(3p-3') II where cj+ome.from.there.AI-3 thk Blackfoot-3 
They did not know h m  where that Blackfoot had corne.' (P: 8242) 

Udortunately, 1 have no explanation for this exception. One possiJility is that the subordinate clause is 
direct discourse, nther than indirect discoune. Argumentdoubling clauses typicdly maintain the 
obviation d e s  found in the matri.. clause. 



cân kiskènimêw tânitê mêrîwa ê-itohtêmit. 
John-3 knows- TA-(3-3') where Mary-3' cj-go .AI-3' 
'John(prox) knows where Mary(obv) went. ' 

cân kiskênimêw awêniwa ê-sipwêhtênit. 
John-3 knows . TA-(3-3') who-3' cj-1eave.AI-3' 
' John(prox) knows who(obv) is leaving. ' 

The faa that proximate shifts are not allowed between an A-doubling clause and the 

matrix verb shows us two things: 

i) A-doubling clauses are different fiom adverbial clauses; 
ii) A-doubling clauses have a syntactic relationship to the matrix clause that 

requires the obviation features of the participants to remain unchanged. 

This provides more support for an analysis where the A-doubling clause has a 

tighter syntactic link to the matnx verb than an adverbial clause. In chapter 5. we will 

examine how this linkage occurs. 

4.4 Concliision 

Obviation, then, appears to be subject to another syntactic restriction. Aside from a limit 

of one proximate referent per clause, the obligatory obviative status for nouns possessed 

by a third person, and the maintenance of obviation status between relative clauses and 

their heads, there is a restriction on the re-assignment of proximate status between clauses. 

Only certain types of clausal relations permit a proximate shift. Specifically, they can only 

occur between an adverbial clause and the matrix clause. A-doubling clauses must 

maintain the proximate reference assigned in the main clause verb. 



As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, obviation provides a invaluable tool 

for distinguishing between these subordinate clauses in Cree. Because obviation is a non- 

inherent feature of an argument, any restrictions on whether or not it can be changeâ 

reflect other phenornena at work. The consistent difference in obviation restriction 

between adverbial and argument-doubling clauses provides evidence to different syntactic 

relationships and structures. The details of these relationships will be spelled out in the 

next chapter. 



Chapter 5 

An Analysis of  Adverbial and Argument-Doubüng Clauses 

S. 1 Introduction 

1 have proposed that a distinction between complernent-like and adjunct-like subordinate 

clauses in Cree can be made without claiming a contrast in argwnent/adjunct position. 

The version of the PAH which 1 adopt places ody pronominal arguments in argument 

positions. inside the verbal complex, while al1 other constituents occur in non-argument 

positions. While both argument-doubling and adverbial clauses are in non-argument 

positions, the need to differentiate between these two types of subordinate clauses is 

apparent when we consider the evidence presented in chapters 3 and 4. 

I have claimed a distinction between argument-doubling clauses, which 

demonstrate complement-like characteristics, and adverbial clauses, which behave like 

adjuncts. This distinction replicates one already made between A-doubling and oblique 

NPs. The present chapter will discuss in detail the form and implications of this distinction 

between subordinate clauses. 

I propose that some subordinate clauses, those with complement-like propenies, 

are A-doubling clauses, while other subordinate clauses are not. A-doubling clauses are 

construed with an argument, and this is captured by being referentially-linked to apro 

argument in the matrix verbal complex. This linking forms a chain, thereby establishing a 



single sentential domain'' to which both clauses belong. Much of the b e h o u r  we have 

found with A-doubling clauses follows from this perspective. 

Adverbial, or non-A-doubling, clauses are not constmed with an argument. In 

other words, they do not have a referential-linking relationship with any argument in the 

rnatrix verbal complex. This type of subordinate clause is a separate domain fiom the 

matrix verb. 

This chapter will provide a detailed o v e ~ e w  of the analysis proposed here, as well 

as considenng some implications and consequences that arise. First, however, we shall 

briefly review the evidence of different clause behaviours presented in chapters 3 and 4. 

5.2 Review o f  the Problem and Evidence for a Distinction in Subordinate Clauses 

Before we begin to explain the analysis proposed for subordinate clauses, let us bnefly 

review the reasons why it is necessary to make a distinction between A-doubling clauses 

which exhibit complernent-like behaviour, and adverbial clauses which display adjunct-like 

behaviour. First we will re-state the problem investigated this thesis, and recapitulate the 

evidence for two types of subordinate clause. 

5.2.1 The Problem of Assuming a Non-Argumental Position for al1 Subordinate 
Clauses 

Under the PAH, as implemented for Cree by Russell and Reinholtz (1995), Reinholtz and 

Russe11 (1995) and Déchaine and Reinholtz (1998), the verb assigns argument roles to nul1 

4 1 

A precise definition of a 'sentential domain' will be given in section 5.44. 
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pronominals within the verbal cornplex. In Cree, these arguments can be identifiai by the 

verbal morphology.'* If al1 argument roles are filled bypros, there are no other core 

argument positions in the sentence hierarchy. This implies that al1 overt NPs and 

subordinate clauses must appear in non-argument positions. 

Treating al1 subordinate clauses as non-argumental constituents poses no problem 

in the case of adverbial clauses, since they are always in non-argumenta1 positions, even in 

configurational languages. In Cree, however, we find that there exist clauses which have 

cornplement-like characteristics, even though they are not arguments of the verb. We 

solve this puzzle by positing a relationship between the complement-like clause and a 

pronominal argument, just as is claimed to exist for A-doubling NPs. This results in a 

clause type called argument-doubling clauses, which are r-linked to a matrix pro. This 

allows them to receive an 'argumental' interpretation while being situated in an non- 

argumental position in the sentence hierarchy. 

5.2.2 Evidence for a Distinction in Subordinate Clauses 

A list of the evidence we have already examined is given below in (84). 

(84) i) distributional restrictions 
ii) proximate shids 
iii) extraction 

Wiîh some exeptions as we have alreacîy noted, Le., diiransitives and verbs which are morphologicaily 
intransitive, yet behave like transitives. 



i) Distributional Restrictions 

A-doubling expressions are r-ünked to a pronominal argument within the matrix verbal 

complex, with which they are construed. Therefore, these clauses must occur with a 

matrix verb that has a sufficient number of argument roles, so that one of them can be r- 

iinked to the A-doubling clause. We saw in section 3 -3.3.3.1, that mat& verbs which 

introduce A-doubling clauses are generally transitive verbs, and a list of such verbs was 

given in example (3 9). 

Adverbial clauses are not r-linked to a pronominal argument in the matrix verbal 

complex. Therefore. the argument specifications of the matrix verb are irrelevant to the 

occurrence of these subordinate clauses. Adverbial clauses have a wide range of 

distribution, and may occur with a variety of matrix verbs, both transitive and intransitive. 

These clauses are subject to semantic and discourse-related restrictions cenainly, but are 

not restricted to occumng with only a specific class of verbs. 

ii) Proximate Shifts 

Restrictions on proximate shifts demonstrate a clear difference between A- 

doubling and adverbial clauses. 

No constituent has an obviation feature established before it is placed into a 

sentence. The obviation feature is detennined by the syniaxlsemantics component of the 

grarnrnar, and not by the lexicon (unlike features of penon, number and gender). Where 

obviation status is not restricted by the grammar (e.g., nouns possessed by a third person 

must be obviative) the speaker can assign proximate and obviative status according to the 



discourse prominence of each participant in the narrative. Furthemore, the speaker can 

change the obviation status of the participants to suit a particular point in the discourse. 

A proximate shift can occur between separate sentences. Within a sentence, 

between a matrix verb and a subordinate clause, a proximate shift is subject to certain 

restrictions. A proximate shiA cannot occur between an argument-doubling clause and 

the matrix clause. The obviation status of a referent(s) must remain the same between the 

matrix verb and the argument-doubling clause. If the subordinate clause is an adverbial 

clause, however, a proximate shift is allowed between it and the matrix clause. 

iii) Extraction 

Extraction also shows that there is a difference between A-doubling clauses and adverbial 

clauses. Non-A-doubling clauses show a blanket prohibition on extraction. A-doubling 

clauses. on the other hand, do permit extraction, providing there are no island effects 

occurring for independent reasons. 

The remainder of this chapter presents a description of the r-linking relationship 

that exists between A-doubling clauses and an argument within the matrix verbal complex. 

We will describe this relationship in terms of a chain, and discuss the implications that this 

analysis creates. First, however, we will address adverbial clauses, which are not linked to 

a matrix argument. 



5.3 Adverbial Clauses 

We have already discussed that adverbial clauses, which demonstrate adjunct-like 

behaviour, are not A-doubling expressions, i-e., they are not r-linked to an argument 

within the matrix verbal complex. Certainly there are semantic and pragmatic links 

between the subordinate and matrix clauses, but there is no dependency between the 

arguments of these clauses. The adverbial clause does not need to be construed with an 

matrix argument. In this section, 1 want to rnake this absence of linking explicit by 

presenting some representations of adverbial clauses occurring with matrix verbs. 

Two examples with representations of stmctural location are given in (85) and 

(86). In (85) the subordinate clause precedes the verb, while in (86) it follows the matrix 

verb." In both examples, the adverbial clause is not r-linked to apro in the matrix clause. 

(85) [,, [, pro,-6-sipwêhtêyan] [,,, [, pro,-niki-pêhtawâw-prok ] [, atim. ] ]] 
cj-1eave.N-2 1 -pst-hear. S. o. TA-(l-3) dog-3 

'When you went out, 1 heard the dog.' @SI 

In (85), the adverbial clause 6-szpShtêyan 'when you wem out' has no referential-linking 

to the matrix clause niki-péhuwciw atim '1 heard the dog'. Al1 of the pronominal 

arguments, in both clauses, have different referents. This is indicated by the subscnpted 

indexes on eachpro. The matrix clause dso contains an A-doubling NP atim 'dog(prox)' 

which is indicated by being r-linked to the theme argument in the matrix verbal complex. 

I use the sentence hierarchy described by Russell and Reinholtz (1995)- as discussed in section 3.2.2. 
For more detail, see Russell and Reinholtz (1995). 



In Example (86) below, even though both clauses exhibit a cornmon referent proi 

'they(prox)', the adverbial clause nâthak 'they(prox) wept ' is not constmed with an 

argument in the matrix clause. Therefore there is no r-linking between the adverbial 

clause and the matrix verbal cornplex. 

(86) [,,, [, pro, -mâtôwak] [, proi-eh-wâpamâcik-pro,.]] 
weep. AL3 p cj-see.s.o.TA-(3p-3') 

'They(prox) wept when they(prox) saw them(obv).' (P:248-16) 

The purpose of these diagrams is to illustrate that each of the CPs is independent 

from the other in tenns of CO-indexing. The subordinate CP is not iinked to anypro in the 

matrix verb. There is no A-doubling relationship between the two  clause^.^ 1 propose 

that each clause constitutes its own domain. A domain consists ofa verb, its arguments 

and constituents that are 'doubling' those arguments. Thus, an adverbial clause does not 

fom a part of the same domain as the matrix clause. This will be discussed in more detail 

in section 5.4.4.1, where 1 argue that the acceptability of proximate shifis between 

adverbial and matrix clauses is a consequence of domains. 

In the next section, 1 propose that Adoubling clauses are situated inside a larger containing NP. This 
allows the subordinate clause to have a doubling relationship with a pronominal argument in the mavix 
verb. At this point, I have no reason to assume that adverbial (non-Adoubling) clauses are also nominais. 
They may be, but in this thesis, I am focussing on behavioun dealing with Adoubling clauses, and 
adverbial clauses are k i n g  used CO p m &  a conmst to the A-doubling clauses. To the best of my 
kno~vledge there is no evidence to show that adverbial clauses are nominals. 



5.4 Argument-Doubling Clauses 

As its name suggests, this type of subordinate clause is construed with one of the 

pronominal arguments cf the matrk verb. This is represented by referential-linkuig. This 

section will address how this linking is accomplished. 

I argue that an r-linking relationship between the pronominal argument in the 

matrix verbal complex and the subordinate CP is not possible. I claim that argument- 

doubling clauses are unlike English complement clauses, where we Say that a transitive 

verb 'selects' a CP complement. I propose that Cree verbs do not select CP complements, 

but always have their argument arrays filled by pronorninals within the verbal complex. 

Furthemore, these pronominals cannot be directly linked to a clause, unlike NPs. We 

cannot co-index entities that belong to different categones. Subordinate clauses are CPs, 

while the pronominal argument, pro, is an NP. Evidence that a pronominal argument is 

nominal cornes from the fact that pro can be co-indexed to nouns, i.e., these two entities 

belong to the same category." 

I propose that A-doubling clauses are contained inside a larger NP. This ensures 

that there is an NP which can be co-indexed with a pronominal argument in the matrix 

verb. An abstract representation of this structure is given below in (87). The pronominal 

In claiming that only like categories can be r-linked, 1 follow Baker (1996). At this junctwe however, 
there is no concrete evidence for this assumption, and it could be that an r-linking relationship is possr'ble 
benveen a pro and the CP. In this case, the A-doubling clause would be able to be dircctiy linkcd to the 
argument, which would capture the construaI relationship. At the preset time, however, 1 propose that A- 
doubling clauses are contained within an NP, thereby a l lo~ ing  for r-linking between like categories. 



argument in the matrk verbal complex forms a chah with the NP containing the A- 

doubling clause. 

(87) matrix verbal comdex 
[CP proi-v-proj I Lj 

I I 

A-doublina clause 
[CP prq-v 1 1 

I have already demonstrated, in section 3.3.3.1, examples (40 and 41), that the verbal 

rnorphology of a matrix verb is identicai whether it occurs with an A-doubling NP or 

clause. If we daim that A-doubling clauses are situated inside a containing NP, the 

identical agreement rnorphology is not surprising. The pronominal argument is always 

doubled by an NP. This analysis receives support fiom a treatment that has been 

proposed by Reinholtz and Russell ( 1995) for Wh-questions, which we discussed 

previously in section 3.3.3.1.3, and review again in the next section. 

5.4.1 Evidence from W hQuestions 

In the treatment of Wh-questions, there is a clear case to be made for relativization being 

involved. Wh-questions consist of an initial wh-phrase and a conjunct verb. Independent 

fonns of the verb are disailowed, which shows us that the clause is subordinate. To 

demonstrate this subordinate status, we will look again at example (36) fiom section 3.3.3, 

renumbered here as (88). (88b) in this example shows that a verb in the independent 

order, in common in matrk, declarative clauses, is ungrammatical in a Wh-question. 

(88) a. c h  kiskênimêw awêna kii-sipwêhtêait. 
John know.TA-(33') who cj-leave.AI-3' 
'John knows who lefi.' 



b. * c h  kiskênimêw awêna sipwêbtêniwr. 
John know . TA43 -3') who 1eave.Al-3' 
'John knows who left. '(independent subordinate V) 0 s )  

The standard analysis for rnatrix Wh-questions is a cleft construction consisting of 

a Wh-nominal and a subordinate clause. Specifically, the subordinate clause is a relative 

clause. (cf Reinholtz and Russell 1995, Blain 1997) . 

(89) Plains Cree 
awina ana Mary kâ-wâpamât]. 
who that .one Mary-3 cj-see.TA-(3 -3') 
'Who is it [that Mary saw]?' 

Here. in (89) the Wh-phrase mviniwn 'who' precedes a deictic nominal ana 'that one'. 

This is followed by a relative clause mériy k.wûpumât 'that Mary saw'. 

Matrix Wh-questions and A-doubling Wh-questions have the same kind of 

structure. Both of these sentences consist of a clause-initial Wh-phrase and a relative 

clause. 

(90) Swam~v Cree 
a.. a w h i  [, [, Op, proi-lrâ-sipwêhtêt]]? 

who cj-leave. AI-3 
'Who is it that left?' 
'Who lefi?' 

b. proi-nikiskênimâw-proj awênpi [, Opi proj-M-sipwêhtêt]]. 
1-know.TA-(1-3) who cj-1eave.AI-3 , 

'1 lcnow (him) who (it is) that lefi.' 
'1 know who left.' 



Example (90) demonstrates that a Wh-question has the same structure either as a 

matrix clause or a subordinate clause. A &fi-construction treatment of A-doubling Wh- 

clauses solves a probiem mentioned in section 5.4. There we said that we had no way to 

link an A-doubling clause (as a CP) to a pronominal argument within the matrix verb. We 

claimed this because we cannot co-index constituents that belong to different categories 

(the pro being an NP, and the clause a CP). Under a relative clause analysis however, co- 

indexation is possible. The cleft structure of A-doubling Wh-clauses provides a nominal 

to co-index with apro in the matrix clause. In fact, the whole A-doubling Wh-clause is an 

NP, consisting of a relative clause (the subordinate clause itself) and the containing NP 

constituent. Now we can link an NP (which contains the A-doubling clause) to a matrix 

pro. 

An example of a representation of this proposal is given below in (91). The object 

pronominal argument in the matrix clause is co-indexed with the NP which contains the A- 

doubling Wh-clause. This co-indexation is indicated by a subscripted 'j' on each 

constituent. 

(9 1) cân proi-kiskênimêw-pro, [w awêna [, [, Opj proj-kâ-sipwéhtènit]]. 
John know.s.o.TA-(3-3;) who cj-leave. A M )  
'John knows (him,] [whoj lefi].' 
'John knows (him), who (it is that) lefi.' 

If we were to extend this analysis to al1 A-doubling clauses, we would find a way 

to link al1 of these clauses with one of the pronominal arguments inside the rnatrix verb. 

The non-Wh-clauses would simply not have a Wh-phrase, but would have be situated 



inside a containhg NP al1 the same. The containing NP could include oven material, such 

as an NP or a deteminer such as mua 'this', or it may include no overt noMnais (Le., the 

'head' of the relative clause would be null) . Ifthere were no overt noMnal materid, we 

would assume that there is a nul1 pro in the head position* that was linked to one of the 

pronominal arguments in the matrix verbal cornplex. We will look at this structure in 

greater detail in section 5.4.3, but first, we will take a closer look at Cree relative clauses. 

5.4.2 Relative Clauses 

Before we proceed with the proposed analysis for Cree A-doubling clauses, 1 would like 

to briefly review Cree relative clauses. These clauses illustrate how an NP, which contains 

a subordinate clause, can be linked to a pronominal argument in the matrix verb. The NP 

which contains the relative clause can also include a full NP, a demonstrative or no overt 

Baker (1996) describes a similar idea for 'pseudo-nominals'. Pseudo-norninals are verbal forms that 
receive a nominal interpmation. He claims that this phenomenon is quite common in polysynthetic 
Ianguages (see Baker 1996: 166 for references regarding such languages). He describes these pseudo- 
nominals as ideniical in structure to relative clauses. M n g  properties of wh-movement. except that the 
relative operator is phonologically null (Mohawk has an overt relative operator rsi ni&'' -whichV). 

He does not daim that this relative clause is embedded inside an NP which has a nul1 head. He 
acknowledges that this is a passible structure. where the nul1 head of a full NP could be a pro, which is 
licensed by king Iinked to a position which is govemed by agreement. He docs not see. however, any 
remn to posit the containing NP. 

1 propose that the class of nominalized verbai constructions, which demonstrate similar structure 
to relative clauses, can k extended to include argumentdoubling clauses. We have almdy d i d  
how whquestions, both matrix and subordinate, have a relative clause stmcture, and how this can be 
extcnded to include al1 Adoubling clauses as well (not just whclauses). 

Udike Baker, howewr. 1 propose that there is reason to place the nominalized verbal 
construction inside a containing NP. The most important differentiating factor benNeen my daim and 
Baker's. is that he places Adoubling clauses (which he calls cornplernents) in argument positions, while 1 
place them in non-argumental positions. Because these clauses cannot receive their 'argumental' 
khaviour and interpretation by king tituateâ in an A-position. they mun be refenntially-linkcd to a 
pronominal argument which is in an argument position mis  linking is facilitated by placing the clause 
inside of a containing NP. This NP a n  k CO-indexed to the matrixpro, as it is of the same Iesical 
category as the argument, where the subordinate clause (CP) is not. 



nominal matenal at al. The NP may contain only a CP. The following examples give 

constructions which illustrate each of these options. In (92). the containing NP includes a 

fùll NP as well as the subordinate clause. 

(92) êkosi êkwah proi-Wpahtâw [,, awa hii imâwi 
thus then mn. home. AI-3 this elder sister-3 

Op proi-kâ-kih-pakwâtât -prol]]ln 
cj-pst-hate-TA-(3-3') 

'So then the elder sister, who had scomed him, ran home.' (S: 108-75) 

In (93), there is a demonstrative included in the containing NP. 

(93) proi-miywêyihtam-proiiun [, awa [cpOp pro,-kâ-kîh-kaskatahoht-proi]]. 
be.glad. TL(3 -inan) this cj-pst-wound.TA-(indf-3) 

'The one who had been wounded was gîad (about it (previously mentioned s.t.)).' 
(P :98-04) 

Finally, in example (94). the NP consists of only a subordinate CP, there is no overt 

nominal material at ail. 

(94) proi-nêwiwak êkwah [, [, Op êkâ proi-kâ-tapasicik]]. 
be.four.AI-3p thus not cj-flee. AL3 p 

'Thus they were four who did not flee.' (P : 40-3 2) 

These relative clauses are dso in a non-argumental position. Depending upon the 

desired sentence structure, i-e., pre- or post-verbal, they may be situated in the specifier 

Relative clauses are assumed to contain operaton. Empty operators (Op) are posited when no m n  
oprator (Wh-phrase) is present. as found in Cree relative clauses. These operators are assumed to accupy 
the specifier position of CP in languages Iüce English. 1 have no evidence that thcy would occupy a 
different position in Cree, and have located them in [Spec. CP]. 



position of the FocP, or in the complement position of the TopP. The containing NP i s  r- 

linked to a pronominal argument in the matrix verb. The most important point 

demonstrated by relative clauses is that we may have no overt nominal material in the 

containing NP - it may contain only a subordinate CP, and the overall constituent is still 

interpreted as a nominal. 

5.4.3 Extending this Analysis to Argument-Doubling CIauses 

1 propose that we can extend the analysis of a containing nominal to include our treatment 

of argument-doubling clauses ai large. This would provide an NP for al1 A-doubling 

clauses which would be Iinked to a pronominal argument in the matrix verb. Recail that in 

section 3.3 -3  ., I clairned that although the two types of subordinate clauses identified in 

this thesis appear to mirror the distinction found between A-doubling and oblique NPs, up 

until now we had no way of linking A-doubling clauses to the pronominal arguments in the 

matrix clause. 1 claimed that pro is a nominal, and could therefore be linked only to NPs. 

If A-doubling clauses are CPs, we have no way of linking them to the pros. If we adopt 

an analysis which states that A-doubling clauses have a relative clause structure, it is 

possible for these clauses to be encompassed within a larger NP. This containing NP can 

then be r-linked to a pronominal argument in the main clause verb." 

The examples chat follow are a rough outiine of the structural relationships thrit accur ktween the 
arguments of the mulx verb and the Adoubling clause. and the location of the Adoubling clause. An 
e.xplanation of the methodology of co-inde'mtion (chah formation) and the syntactic domains that are 
created as a result will follow in section 5.4.). 



(95) prq-nikiskênimâw-proJ Lw awêna kF KI, Opj p~kâ-sipwêht êt]] . 
u 

2 -Rnow. TA-(l-3) who cj-Ieave.M-3 
'I know (Kun) who it is that left.' 
'1 know who lefi.' 

In (95)' the subject of the subordinate verb is CO-indexed with a w h  'who', the 

head of the relative clause. This is indicated by a subscripted 'j' on the subordinatepro 

argument. This index percolates to the maximal projection NP above it. This whole NP, 

which contains the wh-nominal and the subordinate clause, is r-linked to the object pro of 

the matrix verb r~ikiskêninla'w '1 know him'. 

This treatment of A-doubling clauses is consistent with translations sometimes 

given by Cree speakers, where a matrix verb plus A-doubling clause includes an NP 

complement for the matrix verb plus a relative clause. For example, the sentences in (96) 

were transiated with pronoun objects and relative c~auses.~" 

(96) a. nikiskênimàw awêna kâ-sipwêhtêt. 
1 -know. TA-( 1-3) who cj-leave. AI-3 
'1 know him who left. 

b. nikiskênihtên awêna kâ-sipwêhtêt. 
1 -know. TI-( 1 -inan) who cj-leave. Ai-3 
'1 know it who lefi.' 

By claiming that a nominal which contains the A-doubling clause may include 

overt or nonsvert nominal material, this analysis can be applied to al1 A-doubling clauses, 

Of course, we camot place much reliame on this point, sinœ there cuuld be al1 kinds of English 
interference. Nonet heiess, it is interesting t b t  such translations are consistent with the analysis presented 
here. 



not just those with Wh-phrases as in (95). This containing NP is CO-indexed with a 

pronominal argument in the matrix verb. This CO-indexing relationship is possible with 

both TA and TI verbs as illustrated in (97) and (98).. 

An example of the linking relationship between an argument in a TA verb and the 

NP containing an A-doubling clause is given in (97). In this sentence, the subject pro of 

the subordinate verb éh-waycnuiyit 'she(obv) goes outside' is CO-indexed with the A- 

doubling NP iskwëwah 'woman'. This nominal is sitting inside the containing NP, but 

outside of the subordinate clause. The index of iskwêwah percolates to the NP which 

contains the nominal and the subordinate clauseso. This complex NP is in tum, linked to 

the object pro in the matrix verb wtipnmhv 'he sees her.' All of these constituents are 

marked in the representation with a subscnpted 'j'. 

(97) kîtahtawê wâpamêw [, iskwêwah [,, Op êh-wayawiyit]], ... 
presently see S. o.-TA-(3-3') woman-3' cj-go out side-AI-3' 
'Presently he saw a woman corne out of her lodge,.. .' (P:70-03) 

presentb see. TA-(3-3 3 womrnt-3' *go. ort tside. Al-3' 
'Presently he saw her, it was a woman that came out of her lodge.' 

We now turn to an example where the containing NP does not have any overt 

nominal material, only a subordinate clause. Recall that in section 5.4.3 on relative 

clauses, 1 argued that a nominal containing a subordinate clause d l  receives its nominal 

This follows under X-bar theos: where the indes of the head of a projection always petcolates to its 
ma.simsil projection. 



reading even ifit does not contain any overt nominal material. This position is filled by a 

nul1 pro (cf footnote 46, p.98)." We will look at containing NPs which include only an 

A-doubling clause occumng with both a TA and a TI verb. 

In (98), there is no overt nominal material in the containing NP. The subject pro 

of the subordinate verb é-ndhtthkwasiyif 'she became sleepy' is CO-indexed with a null pro 

posited in the head position of the NP. The index of the head percolates to the containing 

NP. which in tuni, is CO-indexed with the object pro of the matrix verb kiskêyimêw 'he 

bows her. ' 

(98) kis kêyimèw [, [, Op ê-nô htêhkwasiyit]] . 
know.TA-(3 -3') cj-become. sleepy.AI-3' 
'He knew that she was sleepy.' 

pro,- ki skêyimèw-prq [ pro, [, Op pro,-ê-nô htêhkwasiyit]] . 
1 Y' 

kiio~v. TA-(3-3 3 cj-become. sleepy. Al-3' 
'He knows (her), (the one) that she becarne sleepy.' 

The above example illustrates the linking relationship found between a TA verb 

and an A-doubling clause. A sentence with a TI matrix verb works in the same manner. 

When a TI verb occurs with an A-doubling clause, there is otten no overt nominal 

material inside the containing NP. The head position is filled by a null pro which 

establishes the index for the containing NP. The NP then links to the inanimate 

pronominal argument in the matnx verb. The pro in the containing NP does not link to 

any of the pronominal arguments within the A-doubling clause. The pro in the containing 

51 

This pro is not an argument, but a non-overt nominal. 

103 



NP cm be understood to be refemng to a featureless nominal meaning sometbg like 'the 

fact that.' An example, with the r-linking relationships spelled out follows in (99). 

(99) nimiywêyihtên IsT [cp Op ê-sipwêhtêt]]. 
1 -be.glad.about.it.TI-( 1 -inan) cj-leave. A b 3  
' 1 am glad that he is gone. ' (P: 126-25) 

pro,-Nmiywêyiht ên-pyi [yj pro, [,, Op prok-ê-si pwêhtêt]] . 

1-be.gi~d abottt. it. TI-('l-ina,>) cj-ieuve. Al-3 
'1 am glad (about it), (the fact) that he is gone.' 

Thus, with a Ti verb, the only r-linkage between the matrix verb and the A- 

doubling clause is between the containing NP and the inanimate pro object of the matrix 

verb. It can be seen in the above example that the subordinate argument prok is not CO- 

indexed with anything; it has no link to the matrix clause. 

The im~ortant points of this section have been as follows. Both adverbial and 

argument-doubling clauses are in non-argument positions. Argument-doubling clauses are 

constmed with a pronominal argument in the matrix verbal complex, and this is formally 

represented as referential-linking. In order to r-link the A-doubling clause with a matrix 

pro, 1 have proposed that A-doubling clauses be treated as relative clauses, in line with the 

standard treatment of (indirect) Wh-questions. This allows the CP to be placed inside a 

larger containing NP, which, being of like categories, can be linked to the pronominal 

argument. 



5.4.4 Chains and Domains 

The CO-indexation between a pronominal argument in the matrix verb and an argument- 

doubling NP cm viewed as a type of chah formation. A chain is a set of constituents that 

function as a single linguistic element, created by CO-indexation. Chains have been used 

principally to deal with movement relations, both NP- and Wh-movement, and serve to 

bind the traces that a moved element leaves behind (cf Haegeman 1994, Cowper 1992). 

Such chains are called derivational chains. While movement is not involved in Cree 

argument-doubling constituents, the notion of chains is relevant here. This is a non- 

derived type of chain. The r-linking relationship between the pronominal argument and 

the NP containing the A-doubling clause fulfils a number of properties of chain formation. 

The members of a chain must be capable of being CO-indexed. A chin may contain only 

one argument, and can be associated with only one theta-role. (The fact that argument- 

doubling does not involve movement makes some of the other properties of syntactic 

chains irrelevant, such as the behaviour of multiple traces). 

These properties are fulfilled when we r-link an A-doubling constituent to a 

pronominal argument in the matrix verb. The pro found inside the verbal complex is an 

argument, while the A-doubling NP or clause is in a non-argumental position. There is 

only one theta-role associated with the chain ofpro and the A-doubling NP/clause, which 

is assigned to the pro (pro being in argument position). ( 100) spells out al! of these 

properties. (100a) presents a sentence with a simple A-doubling NP, while (1 00b) 

illustrates a sentence with a subordinate clause situated inside a containing A-doubling NP. 



(100) a. 

b. 

i) 
ii) 

iii) 

pro,-niwàparnâw-pro, rhTj mêriy] 
u 

1-see. TA-(1-3) Mary-3 
'1 see Mary.' 

I - ~ O W .  TA-(I-3) MUT-3 cj-be.sick. A l 4  
'1 know that Mary is sick.' 
'1 know (her), (it is) Mary that is sick.' 

pro and NP are co-indexed 
only 1 argument, i.e., the pronominal argument in the matrix verb, the 
overt A-doubling NP is in an non-argument position 
only 1 theta-position. Le., pro 

1 tiirther want to propose that when a clause serves as an A-doubling expression to 

an argument in the matrix verb, it becomes a part of the same senteutial domain as the 

argument it is co-indexed with. We can define domain as: 

(1 0 1) A domain consists of ( [. . . X(Pi). . .] [. . .Y(PJ. ..] } where Y is an argument-doubling 
expression. 

In (102) we can compare sentences where a matrix verb occurs with an A- 

doubling NP, which contains only nominal matenal (102a), or which contains a 

subordinate clause (inside an A-doubling NP) as in (1 02b). A matrix verb and an adverbial 

(non-A-doubling) clause are presented in (102~). In these examples, a sentential domain is 

indicated by bold curly brackets (( ...)). 

(1 02) a. ( pr~~wâpahtarn-pro, [, mihkob] J. 
I 1 

see. ï?-(3-Ïrtar7) blo0d.M 
'She saw some blood.' 



see. TI-(3-i11an) cj-horse. fmt. A M '  
'He (prox) saw t hat he (obv) had horses' feet. ' 

c. ([, kisiwâk pro,-êh-ihtât] ) ([, prq-wiih-pâhpihik-pro,] ). 
near cj-be.AI-3 int-1augh.at.s.o.TA-(3'-3) 

'When he got near, the other laughed at him. ' (P:60-2 1) 

Examples (lO2a) and (102b) both consist of a single domain, since the NP, which in 

(102b) contains the A-doubling clause, is r-linked to a matrix pronominal argument. The 

sentence in (1  O2c) consists of two domains. The adverbial clause kisiwuk éh-ihtât 'when 

he(prox) got near' is not r-linked to any matrix argument, and therefore is not a piut of the 

same domain as the matrix verb. Each clause is its own domain. A domain consists of a 

verb and al1 its arguments, including any argument-doubling constituents. This definition 

rules out any r-linking relationship between the two occurrences ofpro, in (102~). Even 

though they refer to the same referent, they are not A-doubling. The lack of this 

relationship prevents the subordinate clause from being included in the matrix domain. 

This leads us to one thing that must be made clear about this definition of domain: 

a difference between 'doubling' and 'CO-referentiality'. It is important to stress that only 

an A-doubling type of CO-reference entails a common domain. A formal distinction is as 

yet unavailable. At this point, however, we can state that there are clear diagnostic 

differences between A-doubling and CO-reference, one of which is proximate re- 

assignment. Whatever the full difference is between A-doubling and CO-reference, the 

crucial point is that only A-doubling is relevant to domains. 



While doubling involves CO-referentiality, the converse is not tnie. Not ail 

constituents which are CO-referential involve a doubling relationship. This fact is 

important in light of the following sentence (103). 

(1 03) John, snores when hei sleeps. 

If this sentence occurred in Cree, where 'John' and 'he' are CO-referentiai, we 

would not want to daim that they have a doubling relationship. Under the definition of 

domain given above, a doubling relationship entails that both the mg and the doubling 

constituent form a single domain. We do not want to Say that the m a t k  clause and the 

adverbial clause in (103) form a dornain - indeed, the proposed analysis claims that a 

sentence containing an adverbial clause and matrix clause has two domains, one per 

clause. A Cree example is given in (104). 

(1 04) [, mayaw pro,-eh-kawisimot], [,, sèmâk pro,-nipâw 1. 
as. soon-as cj-lie.down.AI-3 immediately sleep .AL3 

'As soon as hei lay dom, hei went to sleep. (P: 176-0 1) 

In (104), the subject argument in the subordinate clause is CO-referential with the 

subjea argument in the matrix clause, they are both pro,. These arguments however, are 

not in a doubling relationship. Furthemore, we have already stated that adverbial clauses 

are not a part of the matrix domain. Therefore, it is important to stress that a domain 

consists of a verb, its arguments, and any A-doublina constituents. Co-referentidity of 

arguments is not a sufficient requirement for the formation of a domain. Thus, adverbial 

clauses, whether or not they have a referent in common with the matrk clause, are not A- 



doubling clauses, and therefore, fom a separate domain. This is stated in (los), where 

Y(PJ is CO-referential with X(PJ, but since there is no A-doubling relationship between 

them, they conaitute separate domains. 

{ [...X(P,)...] ) ( [...Y(PJ...] } where Y is an argument-doubling expression. 

5.4.4.1 Explaining the Obviation Restriction 

If we accept that argument-doubling clauses function Iike relative clauses contained inside 

an NP, then there is no longer any question as to why proximate shifts are disallowed 

between these clauses and the matnx verb. A-doubling clauses are r-linked to a 

pronominal within the matrix clause, thus, they are a single domain. It is an accepted 

constraint that a Cree clause has only one proximate constituent. If we replace 'clause' 

with 'domain,' we achieve a more accurate representation of what is occumng. A 

domain, in this context, includes a verb, its arguments and any constituents that double the 

arguments. 

This is why a proxirnate shifi is not allowed between a relative clause and its head, 

as noted by both Dryer (1992) and Dahlstrom (1986). Because the head is r-linked to a 

pronominal argument within the subordinate verb, it foms a chain with the argument. 

The head and the subordinate clause form one linguistic domain. Therefore, any features 

associated with the head must be maintained in the relative clause, including obviation. 

Argument-doubling clauses are a part of a single domain, shared by the matrix 

clause. Thus, if only one proximate referent is allowed per domain, we can see why 



proximate re-assignment is not found between the rnatrix verb and A-doubling clause. We 

would have two proximate referents within a singfe domain, which is not al10wed.~ 

Adverbial clauses do not have any referential link to the matrix verb. Therefore, 

they do not constitute a single domain. instead, each is its own domain, in which 

obviation features may be freely assigned (syntactically, not in ternis of discourse). The 

speaker c m  choose to maintain or change the proximatdobviative status of the 

participants according to the needs of the discourse. 

It must be made clear what is being restricted in a domain. It is not only one 

proximate NP or argument that is allowed in a single domain, it is a single proximate 

referent. I wiil demonstrate the need for t his distinction below. 

If we claimed that only one proximate NP or argument is allowed per domain, we 

would certainly predict the correct representation of the sentence in (106). 

(106) Sue(prox) knows that Lance(obv) kicked Vern(obv). 

If Sue is proximate, then both Lance and Vem must be obviative. This is borne out by the 

data. Example (107) gives a Cree sentence containing two separate referents. Because 

the A-doubling clause is a part of the same domain as the matnx verb. only one of these 

disjoint referents can be proximate. Since the referent in the matrix clause is proximate, 

the referent in the subordinate clause is obviative. 

There is one exception to rhis generalization - when mreferential arguments appear in a single domain 
This is the only situation wvhich permits multiple proximates. This is discussed on p. 1 11. 



(107) ( kêtahtawê pr~~kiskêyhtam-pro, a y i s i n i w  s i  [, pro,-êh-ayiyitB }. 
presently know.TA-(3-inan) persona' near cj-be. AI-3' 
'Presently, she, knew that some person, was near.' (P: 154-02) 

Simply clairning, howevei, that only one proximate arpment is allowed per clause would 

mle out an acceptable sentence like the one given in (108), where both 'Ben' and 'he' are 

proximate. 

(108) Bert, knows that hei failed the test. 

If 'Bert' and 'he' are CO-referential, and 'Bert' is proximate, then 'he' must be 

proxirnate as well. We saw in section 4.3.3 that a participant must maintain its obviation 

status between a matrix clause and an A-doubling clause. An analysis that claimed only 

one proximate argument per dornain, however, would rule out sentence (108) as 

unacceptable (having two proximate arguments). It would also predict, incorrectly, that 

the following sentence (109) is acceptable, where 'Bert' and 'he' are CO-referential, but 

there is only one proximate argument in the domain. 

(109) * BenAprox) knows that hei(obv) failed the test. (CO-referentiai reading) 

This sentence cannot mean that 'Bert' himself failed the test. The only acceptable 

reading occurs if 'he' refers to somebody other than 'Bert'. We have already discussed 

(see section 4.3.3) that if a pronominal argument in the A-doubling clause has a diffeient 

obviation status than an argument in the matrix verb, t hey cannot be refemng to the same 

participant. We can compare the examples in (1 10)' which demonstrate that to interpret 



two arguments as CO-referential within a single domain, t h 9  must have the same obviative 

status. 

(1 10) a. ( awa nâpêw prq-kiskênihtam-pro, [m [, pro,-ê-kî-cinâhiht-pr~~ ]] ) 
this man-3 know . TI-(3-inan) cj-pst-made.1ate.TA-(indf-3) 
'This man, knows that hei is late (he is made late).' (CO-referential reading) 

b. ( awa nâpêw pro,-kiskênihtam-pro, [, p r o , - ê - k î - c i n i t - O  ]] ) 
this man-3 know . TI-(3-inan) cj-pst-made. late.TA-(indf-3') 
'This maq knows that the other, is late (hem is made late).' (disjoint reference) 

In (1 lOa), an argument in the subordinate clause has the same obviation status as an 

argument in the matrix verb. Because they are inside the same domain, they are 

interpreted as necessarily CO-referential. In ( l IOb), the argument in the subordinate verb is 

obviative, Le., it has a different obviation status from the proximate argument in the matrix 

verb. These two arguments are within the same domain, and are therefore interpreted as 

refemng to two separate referents. If an argument in the matrix verb and an argument in 

the A-doubling clause refer to the same participant, they must have the sarne obviation 

status. 

Thus, we want to define the restriction of proximate assignments in a domain to a 

single referent. Every occurrence of that referent in a domain will show the same 

obviation status. The necessity of obviation stahrs of participants remaining constant 

between a matrix verb and an A-doubling clause was discussed in section 4.3.3. We now 

propose that this is a result of both clauses belonging to the sarne domain. 

We should also point out that CO-reference itself does not restrict proximate re- 

assignment. We have already seen examples where two CO-referential arguments do not 



have the same obviation status. An example of this is found in section 4.3.2.. as example 

(78). 1 repeat the sentence here as example (1 1 1). 

( 1 1 1) ê-wih-tapasit, II môsklstawêw aw ayîsiyiniw. 
cj-int-flee.AI-3 attack.TA-(3-3') this person-3 
' When he,(prox) tried to escape, the manj(prox) attacked hirnAobv). ' (P: 150-1 5) 

- Each of these clauses contains an argument which refers to the bear. Although 

these arguments are CO-referential, they do not have the same obviation status. The bear 

is proximate in the subordinate clause, but obviative in the main clause. A proximate SM 

has occurred between the two clauses. This is allowed because the two clauses, the 

adverbial and the main clause, constitute two separate domains. 

This shows us that obviation is not the same as the phi-features of person, number 

and gender. Co-referentiality does not entail that the CO-referents have the same obviation 

status. If it did, we would see proximate shifi restrictions in non-A-doubling (adverbial) 

ciauses as well as A-doubling clauses. 

So, by defining a domain as a verb, its arguments and any argument-doubling 

constituents, we ensure that a matrix verb and an A-doubling clause constitute a single 

domain, while a rnatrix verb and an adverbial (non-A-doubiing) clause represent two 

separate domains. Within a domain, al1 instances of a referent must have the same 

obviation status. Therefore, if a single referent occurs in the guise of multiple arguments 

in a domain, as in example (1 08) and ( 1 10a) above, then al1 arguments of that referent 

must demonstrate the same obviation status. This is not because they are al1 CO- 



referential, but because they are al1 co-rrferentiaï within a single domacin. This situation is 

found with A-doubling clauses, while it is not found in adverbial clauses. 

If we take a second look at some of the examples we have already investigated in 

chapter 4 and 5,  we can see how this account of domains predicts the behaviour of 

adverbial and argument-doubling clauses with respect to proximate shiffs. 

know.TA-(3-3') cj-become. s1eepy.A.I-3' 
'He knew that she was sleepy.' (S : 25 8-26) 

The sentence in (1 12) is comprised of a TA matnx verb and an argument-doubling clause. 

The containing NP is r-linked to the object argument in the matrk verb, i.e., the clause is 

a pan of the sarne domain as the matrix verb. A restriction of one proximate referent NP 

per dornain entails that the subject of the subordinate verb cannot be proximate. That role 

is already assigned to the subject argument of the matrk verb. Thus, a proximate shifl is 

not allowed between the clauses. We see the exact same relationship occurring in (1 13) 

where an argument-doubling clause is found with a TI matrix verb. The clauses fom a 

single domain, and a proximate shift is not allowed between them. There is already one 

proximate referent as the subject argument of the matrix verb, therefore the subject of the 

subordinate argument, which is a different referent, must be obviative. 

(1 1 3) ( kêtahtawê pro;kiskêyihtam-qro, [yj ayisiyiniwah kisiwâk [m pro,-êh-ayâyît]] ) . 

presenti'y hm. TA-(3-inmn) person-3' nrar cbbe. Al-3 ' 
'Presedy, she, knew that sorne person, was near.' (P: 154-02) 



Lastly, we can consider an adverbial clause occumng with a mat& verb. Because these 

non-A-doubiing clauses are not r-linked to any argument in the matrix verb, they do not 

belong to the same domain. They constitute two separate domains. Therefore, just as 

between separate sentences, a proximate shifi c m  occur between the matrix verb and the 

adverbial clause. 

(1 14) {rFocP [rP proi-êh-pihtokêt]),lI {[FOCP [sT wêmistikôsiw awah omis [,,, [, pro,-îtêw-pro, ]]]]} 
cj-enter.AI-3 Frenchman-3 this thus say-TA-(3 -3') 

'When he(pro~Wisahk6cahk) entered, the Frenchman (prox) said:. .' (S:30-13) 

Thus, the syntactic restrictions on proxirnate re-assignment follow fkom the 

distinction we have made between A-doubling and adverbial clauses. 

5.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, 1 have argued that the fundamental difference between complement-like 

and adjunct-like clauses is not their structural position, but a difference in being an 

argument-doubling expression or not. Argument-doubling clauses are situated inside of a 

containing NP which is linked to a pronominal argument within the matrix verb. In this 

manner, they finction just like simple A-doubling NPs. By forming a chah with the 

matrix pro they create a single domain, containing both the matnx and A-doubling clause. 

A domain consists of a verb, its arguments and any argument-doubling constituents. 

On the other hand, adverbial clauses are not A-doubling expressions, therefore 

they are not r-linked to any matrix pronominal argument. These clauses are separate 



domains fiom the matrix verb, and do not exhibit the same behaviour as A-doubling 

clauses. 

We have also identified a more comprehensive representation of the restriction on 

the number of proximates found within a domain. We have shown that it is a restriction of 

one proximate referent per domain. This refinement. together with a treatment which 

accounts for the dfierences between adjunct-like and complement-like clauses also dlows 

us to account for restrictions on proximate re-assignment between matrix verbs and 

subordinate clauses. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Further Consquences 

6.1 A Summay of the Proposed Treatment for Cree Subordinate Clauses 

The appeal to domains provides answers for many of the problems that have been 

identified in this study. It answers the question of how clauses in a non-argumental 

position can receive a 'complernent-like' interpretation. Demonstrated through referential 

linking, an .4-doubling clause can form a chah with a pronominai argument in the rnatrix 

verb, thereby creating a single domain which includes both the matrix and subordinate 

clauses. 

We achieve referential-linking by positing a relative clause structure for A- 

doubling clauses. This structure is sirnilar to what is found for Wh-questions, which are 

cleft constructions, comprised of a Wh-phrase and a relative clause. This treatrnent cm be 

applied to A-doubling Wh-questions as well. By extending this analysis to include al1 A- 

doubling clauses, we provide an NP which can be linked to the matrix pronominal 

argment. We need a nominal to head the A-doubling clause, because pro (a nominal) can 

only be CO-indexed with constituents of the same category, and therefore, not with CPs. 

The fact that the verbal morphology of a transitive verb does not change regardless 

of whether it appears with an A-doubling NP or an A-doubling clause is consistent with 

this analysis. The mat& verb is aiways inflected for a pronominal argument, and that 

pronominal argument is CO-indexed with an NP (either a simple noun, or an A-doubling 

clause which has a relative clause structure). 



The behaviour exhibited by A-doubling clauses and NPs, compared to adverbial 

clauses and oblique NPs, cornes d o m  to a statement of domains. This analysis settles the 

some of the major issues raised throughout this study. 

This treatment of subordinate clauses dlows for a clear distinction to be made 

between adjunct-like and complement-like clauses. Unlike earlier analyses by Baker 

(1996) and Blain (1997), I maintain that subordinate clauses are subject to the same 

restriction on stnictural position as NPs - they are in non-argument positions. The version 

of the PAH adopted for this work, dictates that argument positions are filled by nul1 

pronominals. Therefore, no argument positions remain for any other constituent to 

occupy. 

Eariier treatments of subordinate clauses also recognized that subordinate clauses 

could be divided into two types, those with adjunct-like behaviour, and those with 

cornplement-like behaviour. To capture this distinction, complement-like clauses were 

placed in argument position. 1 propose that such a treatment weakens the PAH. lf we 

adopt the present analysis, which expresses the distinction through referential-linking and 

the creation of domains (or the lack thereof), there is no need to look to structural 

position to distinguish these clause types. We maintain the fùndamental daim of the PAH, 

that argument positions are found inside the verbal complex. 

I propose that although both types of subordinate clause are in non-argument 

positions, the A-doubling clauses are actually within the sarne domain as the matnx verb. 

This is accomplished through referential-linking, which forms a chah between the 

subordinate clause and a pronominal argument within the matrix verb. As explained 



above, this analysis accounts for the argumentai behaviour exhibited by these clauses. 

They cannot receive an argumental interpretation without being within the domain of the 

matrix verb. Without constniai with an argument, they are merely adverbial clauses. 

Adverbial clauses function just as one would expect of an non-argumental clause. 

They are syntactically independent, Le., they are not construed with a pronominal 

argument. Because the subordinate clause is not linked to an argument in the matrix verb. 

it forrns a separate domain, and does not receive any argument identification fiom the 

matrix verb. 

This analysis is in line with the restriction on proximate shifts between matrix and 

A-doubling clauses, as examined in section 5.4.4.1. If A-doubling clauses and the matnx 

verbal complex form a single domain, and if only one proximate referent is allowed per 

domain. it is obvious why there can be no proximate shifl between an A-doubling clause 

and the matrix verb. The obviation status of each participant must be maintained 

throughout the domain. 

Adverbiai clauses on the other hand. do not form a chain with the matrix 

pronominal arguments, and therefore constitute separate domains. There is no restriction 

on changing the proximate status of participants in the adverbial clause. A proximate shifl 

between an adverbial clause and the main clause is the same process as a proximate shifk 

between sentences. It is a shift occumng between two separate dornains. 

A consequence of the analysis proposed here involves the copying-to-object 

construction. The next section will discuss this construction in tenns of a domain analysis. 



6.2 A New Penpective on Copying-to-Object 

The proposed analysis of domains can also ofFer a new perspective on the 'copying-to- 

object' phenornenon, which was briefly discussed in section 3.3.3.1.2. This tem ?w been 

used to descnbe particular clause behaviour found with transitive animate mat* verbs, 

where the object of the TA ma& verb must be CO-referential with the subject of the 

subordinate clause. An example of this construction is provided in (1 15). 

( 1 1 5 )  . . . , [,, proi-kiskêyimêw-pro, ] [, [, pro,-ê-nôhtêhkwasiy it]] . 
know . TA-(3-3') cj-become. sleepy . AI-3' 

' . . ., he(prox) perceived that she(obv) was sleepy . ' (S:258-26) 

When Dahlstrom (1986) discussed the issue of copying-to-object, she placed 

'complemenr clauses' (what 1 cd1 A-doubling clauses) in argument positions. This implied 

that the clauses received their own theta-role and argument status by virtue of the position 

they occupied. There was no need for the these subordinate clauses to be linked to a 

pronominal argument in the matnx verb. While the CO-referentiality of t he subordinate 

subject and matrix object could be desctibed, it could not be readily explained. 

%y recognizing that these 'complement-like' clauses are situated in non-argument 

positions, we can provide an explanation for this behaviour of TA verbs. Now, we analyse 

the subordinate clause to be contained within an A-doubling NP which is CO-indexed with 

one of the pronominal arguments in the matrix verb. The A-doubiing expression needs to 

be constmed with an argument in the matrix verbal cornplex, and acquires this through r- 

linking. Through this relationship, the A-doubling clause is a part of the domain that 



includes the matrix clause. Without this, the A-doubling clause would be an adverbial 

clause. 

What has been labelled as the copying-tosbject construction is no more than 

domain formation. It is not an issue of the matrix verb taking the subordinate subject as 

its notional object. It is a process of creating a chah, so that the matrix and subordinate 

clauses can be a part of the same domain. This is especidly evident when one considers 

that the CO-referentiality between a matrix and subordinate argument is not restricted to 

subordinate subjects. The pronominal object of the matrix verb can also be CO-indexed to 

the subordinate object." 

In ( 1  16), the subordinate subject, 'he', third person proximate singular, in ê- 

oczmisk 'he(prox) kissed yod is CO-referential with the matrix object in niwâpun~iaw '1 

saw hh(prox)' . 

(1 16) nbvêpamâw ê-ocêmisk. 
l -see.s.o.TA-( 1-3) cj-kiss.s. o.T.4-(3-2) 
'1 saw him kiss you.' 
'1 saw him, he kissed you.' 

In (1 17 ), however, it is the subordinate ob-iect which is CO-indexed with the matrix object. 

The object of the subordinate verbal complex ê-ocêmisk 'he kissed you' is second person 

singular, as is the object of the matrix clause kiwcipamitit~ '1 saw you'. 

There are other factors ai work. An arly hj'pothesis is that the Animacy Hiemchy plays a kcy mle in 
determining which coastituents can be cû-indexai. This is left to future cesearch. 



(1 17) kiwâpamitin ê-ocêmîsk. 
3-see. S.O.TA-( 1-2) cj-kiss. S. O.TA-(3-2) 
'1 saw you, he kissed you .' 

Under a sentential domains analysis, this kind of variation is allowed. We do not 

posit any type of raising or copying phenornenon at work. We simply state that there must 

be r-linking between the clauses in order to create a single domain which includes both the 

matnx verb and the subordinate (A-doubling) clause. This view allows for some creativity 

to be involved, as we saw in examples ( 1  16) and (1 17). The r-linking is not restricted to 

a specific argument position, but rnay be construed witb either the subjedagent or 

objectlpatient of the subordinate verb." 

The copying-to-object construction was noted to be restricted ro 'complement- 

like' clauses occumng with TA matrix verbs only. Under the analysis presented in this 

thesis, we can provide an analysis for ihis restriction. By formulating a distinction 

between A-doubling and non-A-doubling (adverbial) clauses, we can offer a succinct 

analysis of why some clauses have CO-indexed arguments and some clauses don?. 

Complement-like clauses (A-doubling clauses) need to be r-linked to the matrix 

pronominal argument in order to receive their argumental interpretation. These clauses 

are situated inside a larger containing NP, which is r-linked to an argument within the 

rnatrk verb. The object argument of a matrix TA verb is CO-referential with an argument 

in the subordhate clause (not necessarily the subject). A TI matnx verb has its inanimate 

The r-linking of either the subordinate subjecî or object to the matrix object is not completely 
unfestncted. Predorninateiy, it is the nibordinate subject that is CO-inded to the matrixpro. A precise 
explmation of the restrictions on this constniction is as yet unamilable. 



argument r-linked to the containing NP only. Adjunct-like clauses (adverbial clauses) do 

not have a r-linking requirement. This allows us to make a strong prediction that non-A- 

doubling clauses will never demonstrate this co-indexation phenomenon. 

Essentially, by proposing this analysis, 1 am clailning that the phenomenon of 

'copying' is not involved in the co-indexation of arguments between a matrix clause and 

an A-doubiing clause. Rather, the co-indexing relationship is necessary to procure an A- 

doubling interpretation for the subordinate clause." 

This, then, is further evidence that the creation of domains is a central issue in Cree 

A-doubling clauses. If we accept this basic tenet, then we have an explanation for a 

number of syntactic phenomena that have been observed occumng between Cree clauses, 

but not explained. 

6.3 Conclusion 

This thesis has attempted to account for the behaviour of subordinate clauses within the 

framework of the Pronominal Argument Hypothesis. Rather than daim that the 

complement-like behaviour of some subordinate clauses implies that they are situated in 

argument position, I have attempted to maintain a viewpoint that only pronominal 

arguments can occupy argument positions. Al1 other constituents rnust be situated in non- 

1 am clairning ihat the copying-thject construction is not a correct account of the phenomena at work 
What has been termed 'copying', 1 suggest is only c~indexîng in order to consîrue an argumentdoubling 
expression with a matri.x pro. This analysis may be able to k extended h m  compkmcnt-like clauses. 
which are r-linked to the matrix object pro, to indu& all possible A-doubling clauses. This may be able 
to be applied to 'Raisïng-îo-Subjcct' ~0nsmiCâi0n~. as well. The principal dEerencc wouid k that the A- 
doubling clause is r-linked to the matrtv subiect argument. At this point, this is simply a suggestion, and 
has yet to be euaminecl. 



argument positions. Foiiowing the distinctions and theories already established for NPs in 

pronominal argument languages, I have proposed that subordinate clauses can be 

distinguished in the same way. Like A-doubling and oblique NPs, we distinguish two 

types of subordhate clauses, namely A-doubiing and adverbial clauses. 

The distinction between these two clause types is based on referential-linking. A- 

doubling clauses are r-linked to a pronominal argument within the matrix verb, while 

adverbial ciauses are not. This r-linking creates a chain. which means that the A-doubling 

clause and the matrix clause constitute a single domain. Much of the behaviours we 

identified for A-doubling clauses follow from t h i ~ . ' ~  

Furthemore, this analysis allows us to gain new perspectives on two issues. 

Firstly, instead of a restriction of only one proximate referent per clause, we see now that 

it is a question of only one proximate referent per domain. This allows greater 

explanatory power to the obviation data we have examined. 

As well, we gain a new perspective on the copying-to-object construction. We 

now see this phenornenon as a pan of a more general pattern of domain creation. An A 

doubling clause must be r-linked to the marrix clause in order to get its argumental 

reading. It cannot get this reading from its structural (non-argument) position. 

Obviously there are many more questions yet to be answered. For now, this 

analysis has solved an apparent paradox: how Cree, a pronominal argument language, can 

This analysis, however, does not provide an explanation for the e.mction behaviour of A-doubling 
clauses. Extraction data was used only to illustrate a difference berneen Adoubling and non-Adoubling 
clauses. This area still needs hinher resexch. 



have subordinate clauses which reflect an argumental reading while appearing in non- 

argumental positions. This proposal has aiso explained the difference between these A- 

doubling clauses and adverbial clauses, which demonstrate adjunct-iike behaviour and do 

not receive argumental interpretations. Furthemore, we have shown that Cree 

subordinate clauses do not contradict the Pronominal Argument Hypothesis. 

There are certainly issues that are lefi unresolved. The question of extraction 

needs to be investigated fiuther, it may provide information which c m  help us refine this 

analysis. As well, the ability of both subordinate subject and object arguments to be r- 

linlied to the rnatrix object of a TA verb, as shown in examples (1 16) and (1 17), suggest 

that there may be other factors goveming which argument is chosen to be CO-indexed with 

an A-doubling expression. This opens a new area of research. 
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